
Police smashed a sophisti-
cated syndicate which smug-
gled stolen cars from Alme-
ria to Morocco. 

Months of investigation
led to the major bust, which
stymied the international
criminal group composed of
Spaniards, Italians and Mo-
roccans. 

It was a joint investigation
between the Guardia Civil
and National Police. Officers
arrested four Italians, one

Spaniard and one Moroccan
during the port raid. They al-
so recovered 15 stolen cars
and dozens of falsified docu-
ments. 

All  of the stolen cars
smuggled out of Almeria had
been repainted and given
new licence plates to avoid
detection. In Morocco they
were sold on the black mar-
ket.

Police have uncovered ev-
idence incriminating the
gang in the theft and trans-
port of at least 40 vehicles

worth more than €1 million.
Lorries were used to trans-
port the cars in bulk. 

The gang were split by na-
tionality, with the Italians
managing the network and
providing fake IDs. The
Spaniards and Moroccans
stole and sold the cars.

Police also uncovered six
phones,  nine SIM cards,
stolen Italian IDs, and 18
bank cards. Financial inves-
tigators have frozen real es-
tate worth €290,000 linked
to the gang. 
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MARINE wildlife has been
boosted after the Guardia Civil
sent a team of divers to remove
abandoned fishing nets from a
shipwreck.

It comes after divers spotted
a number of dead animals
caught up in the webbing which
had become entangled on the
hull of the Vapor Arna, which
sank off Cabo de Gata 90 years
ago and came to rest in 40 me-
tres of water.

The vessel is considered to
represent part of Almeria’s
“subaquatic cultural heritage” a
police official said.

A number of fishes and crus-
taceans were released alive dur-
ing the operation.

Catch of
the day

POLICE arrested an armed rob-
ber who hid razor blades in a
pen and two credit cards to cre-
ate a set of dangerous weapons.
The 32-year-old local man tried
to rob an Almeria City premises
with the camouflaged blades. 

He threatened security offi-
cers who cornered him, swing-
ing the razors violently at them.
Police were already on their
way, however, and security
managed to hold him off until
the law arrived.

ICONIC actress Sophia Loren
will visit Almeria as the city
honours her contribution to
cinema. The Italian beauty,
now aged 83, will have her
own star unveiled on Alme-
ria’s Walk of Fame. 

Inspired by the Hollywood
Walk of Fame, the Almeria
version celebrates stars who
have filmed in Almeria and
left their mark on the
province. 

Sophia Loren worked with
director Alberto Lattuada to
film The Sin in 1972, partly
shot in Almeria. She will be
granted the ‘Almeria Tierra de
Cine’ award and watch as her
plaque is unveiled. 

Razor 
robber 

By Matthew Elliott

Car wars
SMASHED: Car theft syndicate spanned three countries. 

Touch 
of class 

Motor mafia smashed 

THE LIFE AQUATIC: A
diver releases a fish.
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THE wealth gap between
municipalities across the
province has been exposed in
a new report. 

Mojacar, Almeria City and
Carboneras have the richest
inhabitants, while Los Velez
and Oria have among the
lowest average incomes.

The report from the State
Tax Administration Agency
(AEAT) analysed median in-
comes in 53 of the province’s
103 municipalities. The 50
excluded have minor popula-
tions, often with less than
1,000 people.

Across the board the
Almerian average take home
income was €16,524 per
year. Households in the capi-
tal had the highest average at
just under €20,000. They
were followed by Carboneras,
Huercal de Almeria, Mojacar
and Roquetas de Mar. 

Tourism is considered key
to raising average incomes,
except in Huercal de Almeria
which has strong industry
and an expanding profession-
al class. 

In contrast, Oria, Lubrin,
Abrucena, Finana, Gergal
and Canjanar, all have aver-
age annual incomes of less

than €12,500. Maria in Los
Velez is the lowest at
€11,586. 

Compared to the rest of
Spain, Almeria Province is at
neither the top or lower ex-
tremes of wealth. Almeria
city is the 718th wealthiest

municipality in the country,
while Maria occupies the

2,897th spot on the national
ranking.  

Car crash
horror
EIGHT people were in-
jured when two cars collid-
ed on the AL-3115 between
Ruescas and Retamar. All
the victims were men aged
35 to 58 who needed treat-
ment at El Toyo hospital. 

Cheap seats 
A SIXTY PER CENT dis-
count is available on
6,000 seats on the long-
distance train between
Almeria and Madrid
throughout November.
Basic tickets will begin
from €18.70 each way. 

Boat block  
SEVERAL boats carrying
dozens of migrants were in-
tercepted by the coastguard
in the Alboran Sea. Rescue
services are now working
in tandem with Moroccan
authorities to locate the
vessels. 

NEWS EXTRA A bit rich
Wealth stats revealed 
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RICH LIST: Clockwise from top left, Mojacar, Carboneras
and Almeria City topped the ranking, while Los Velez
placed at the bottom.

THOUSANDS of people
flocked to the graves of de-
ceased relatives to pay re-
spect as Spain marked the
Dia de Todos los Santos
(All Saints’ Day). 

As is custom, many
Spaniards took the national
holiday as an opportunity
to return home and deco-
rate the graves of dead
family members with elab-
orate floral displays.

Town councils also
made sure local graveyards
were cleaned and ready for
yesterday’s public holiday.
As happens every year, the
graveyards were crowded
with visitors, the surround-
ing roads were packed
with traffic and stalls sell-
ing flowers lined the
streets. 

Many also indulged in
the traditional food eaten
on this day, including
chestnuts and sweet treats.

Spain
honours
dead



Sexist sign 
A SIGN reading ‘Stop Feminazis’ has
been described as “ridiculous and cow-
ardly” by Almanzora Valley women’s

associations. The sign popped up in
Purchena over the weekend. Local
leader Remedios Serrano said “feminism
hasn’t killed anyone, whereas machismo
kills people every day.” 

Horror
crash
TWO people were killed in a hor-
rendous 20 vehicle pile-up on the A-
7 on the outskirts of Almeria City.
Dense fog led to the initial collision,
between a truck and small Citroen
AX. Both drivers died and several
other people were taken to Torrecar-
denas with serious injuries.

Green sting 
POLICE seized 370 marihuana
plants from an Adra home. It was
heavily guarded, arousing neigh-
bours’ suspicions, and the owner
popped round just twice a week. Po-
lice found fertiliser, pumps, six air
condi t ioning machines  and also
charged their suspect with illegally
siphoning off electricity. 

Hateful husband
AFTER claiming she was burnt
when she lit a cigarette next to a bu-
tane tank, an Almeria woman has
pointed the finger at her husband.
Police already believe he was re-
sponsible  for  the blaze,  which
burned 80 per cent of her body. He
is now charged with attempted mur-
der. 

Electric avenue
TESLA, the American tech giant, is
planning to  open an electr ic  car
plant in Almeria Province. Dele-
gates from the futuristic Silicon Val-
ley firm are interested in exploiting
Almeria’s abundant solar energy to
power the ambitious new plant. Just
three Tesla plants are expected to be
built across Europe. 

River revamp
A MAJOR clean up of the Alman-
zora  Val ley  r iver  bed  has  taken
place. It comes five years after dis-
astrous floods saw trees, rocks and
human was te  ga ther  in  the  r iver
basin. Plans to clean up the river
Aguas in Mojacar have also been
confirmed. 
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PLUS THE 
REGULARS

SPANISH FACTS OF LIFE...35

BOTH Spaniards and tourists alike flock to the countryside
in the autumn months to forage for their favourite fungi,
which can reach record sizes thanks to the moist woodland
conditions. 

The mushroom business is estimated to be worth millions
of euros each year, and a whole range of varieties grow
across the Iberian Peninsula. Experts believe that the climate
creates the ideal environment for mushrooms to grow, with
hot summers followed by autumn downpours.

The season tends to fall in October or November but can
be earlier or later, depending on the weather. Due to the in-
crease in popularity, many companies now organise mush-
room hunts to help tourists seek out the best areas where they
are found, often followed by a tasting.

As edible and toxic mushrooms tend to grow side by side,
it is always advisable to go foraging for mushrooms with
such an expert. There are around 50 species of poisonous
fungi in Europe, and six of these can be lethal.

Mushrooms or setas are a staple Spanish cuisine and are
often served on their own as the popular tapas dish
champinones al ajillo (garlic mushrooms), as well as be-
ing used to make stews, soups and croquettes. 

Top five wild Spanish
mushrooms

1. Amanita caesarea: Commonly known as Cae-
sar’s mushroom, this prized fungi is easily the most
expensive on the market and foragers can charge as
much as €120 a kilo. It is prized in the culinary world
for its bright orange colour and soft texture.
Renowned Spanish chef Ferran Adria was known to
use it to make fluorescent mousses. 

2. Niscalo (Lactarius deliciosus): Commonly
found in Mediterranean pine forests, this flavourful
mushroom can also reach a high price in markets
but is worth the price. It’s known as the ‘saffron
milk cap’ in English as it oozes a reddish-orange liquid when

bruised or cut. 
3. Boleto del Pino (Boletus pinophilus): This popular

mushroom is known for its sweet taste and can be recognised
by its white or creamy brown cap and thick stem. 

4. Rebozuelo (Cantharellus cibarius): This yellow, trum-
pet shaped ‘shroom can be found in woods where pine,
chestnut or oak trees grow. It can be eaten raw, but also goes
great in stews or with meat dishes.

5. Seta de Cardo (Pleorutus eryngii): Considered one of
the tastiest mushrooms out there and highly prized in the
mushroom community. Studies have suggested that this
species may also have therapeutic properties and could help

to reduce cholesterol.  
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Wild mushroom season is officially upon
us and is the highlight of the year 
for fungi fans, reports Kat Ashton.

No ‘shroom
for  error! 

TASTY TREATS: Foraging
for mushrooms is a

popular pastime.  

KING OF FUNGI: Caesar’s mushroom resembles
a boiled egg before it is fully grown. 

The total number of news and features

which appeared in Issue 1686 of the

Euro Weekly News Costa de Almería

edition, including 39 local stories.
144

Who is doing
what and
who with,

often in front
of the

cameras!
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Bangkok’s official full
name is Krung Thep
Mahanakhon Amon
Rattanakosin
Mahinthara Ayuthaya
Mahadilok Phop
Noppharat Ratchathani
Burirom
Udomratchaniwet
Mahasathan Amon
Piman AwatanSathit
Sakkathattiya
Witsanukam Prasit.

An Argentinian man
planted 7,000 trees
in the shape of a
guitar as a tribute to
his late wife.
Although designed
to be seen from
above, Pedro Martin
Ureta has never seen
the instrument as he
has a fear of flying.

The Burj Khalifa in
Dubai is the tallest
building in the world
at 830 metres.

FOR COMMENTS FROM EWN ONLINE TURN TO LETTERS PAGE

The aptly-named little
penguin is the world’s
smallest penguin
species. It grows to an
average of only 33
centimetres in height
and is native to
southern Australia and
New Zealand.

At the EWN, we pride our-
selves that reports are 

accurate and fair.  If we do
slip up, we promise to set

the record straight in a clear,
no-nonsense manner.  To

ask for an inaccuracy to be
corrected. 

Email: 
editorial@euroweeklynews.com
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Because you are dangerous,
you must not enter.

Yes = 34%
No = 66% 

Top Social Media comments 

Poll of
the week

Man wanted for beheading his two-year-
old daughter arrested in Spain - 
Dear God I cannot comprehend anything more
abhorrent than what this man did to his child. I
hope he never leaves prison. Jan Andersen-Page
Great work by the Spanish police. Karen Joy
Harley
Police look into second incident of street
porn filming in Spain - Gosh! How terrible!! I
remember once in Sitges with a group of friends,
we were walking round the back streets and
came across a porn film shoot. We passed by
without comment. Peter Harvey
Carles Puigdemont flies to Brussels as re-
bellion charges loom - 
Strange how this politician AND his party has cre-
ated so much upheaval AND are now jumping
ship to Brussels. Colin Carter
Get back here and face the music you weasel,
cause all this unrest and upheaval then run for
the hills. Coward that you are!! Karen Joy Harley
Brits in Benidorm wreck hotel room and get
banned from flight home - They should lock them
up in Spanish prison for five years and ban them
from ever returning to Spain again! They are an

embarrassment to the British people! Disgusting
cretins! Julie Jones Peel 
And so they should, they should be made to pay
for all the damage before they are allowed to
leave the country, they should be grateful that
they haven’t been put in jail for a while, before
having to go to court! George R Carman
Catalan leaders summoned to Madrid to
face sedition charges
Sedition? Rebellion? Are we in the 15th centu-
ry? Have an agreed referendum. It is what
most people in Cataluña want. They will prob-
ably vote no, but at the rate the PP and their
allies are going, more yes votes are probably
being created everyday. To be against separa-
tion is a reasonable position. To be against a
referendum, when separatist parties have a
majority in the Catalan parliament, is not rea-
sonable. David Coughlan
They should be jailed for the trouble and unrest
they have caused, pathetic how they have run for
the hills at the first sign of trouble. Come back
and face your punishment. Spain will not be held
to random by people who will seek to destroy its
Constitution!! Karen Joy Harley

1 Norwegian airline scraps all flights to Spain from Birmingham this weekend - 13,058
2 Ryanair release £5 flights between UK and Spain - But deals expire tonight - 7,204
3 Costa del Sol insect bite sparks two year battle for life of British dad - 6,701
4 Winter flights between Manchester and Spain axed by Norwegian airline - 6,523
5 Motor homes plague Costa Blanca beach - 4,548

Following the Guardia
Civil’s announced

crackdown on horse
hobbling, are police

doing enough to combat
animal cruelty in Spain?

www.euroweeklynews.com
@euroweeklynews euroweeklynews +euroweeklynews

After France announced
it will introduce fines for
wolf whistling, should it

be banned in Spain?

LAST WEEK’S POLL:

euroweeklynews.com

From October 23 - 30Top 5 stories

NORWEGIAN: All flights to Spain from
Birmingham scrapped

EWN on
the web
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Now we want to hear your views.
YOUR PAPER - YOUR VOICE - YOUR OPINION
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OUR VIEW

WHILST it could be very tempting not to return to the
Catalan problem, it is the most important piece of recent
news to hit Spain.

With article 155 actually in place and most of the Catalan
cabinet dismissed, the Public Prosecutor has said that he
wishes to charge a number of the politicians with rebellion,
sedition and misuse of public funds, which would certainly
see them imprisoned if found guilty.

During an interview, Foreign Minister Alfonso Dastis
confirmed that a new election for the Catalan Parliament
which will be held on December 21 would be managed by
a special electoral committee and that assuming former
president Carles Puigdemont was eligible (not in jail) then
he would be free to stand.

In the meantime, after leaving a recorded message of de-
fiance, Mr Puigdemont reportedly fled to Brussels with
members of his former cabinet as they may be offered polit-
ical asylum by the Belgian Secretary of State for Immigra-
tion and Asylum.

Slowly but inexorably, the Madrid government is taking
over the running of Cataluña and at the moment only the
Catalan Speaker’s Committee which is ‘standing in’ for the
dismissed government is immune from prosecution until
the December elections. 

One unexpected result of article 155 is that Spaniards all
over the country have clamoured to buy lottery tickets end-
ing in that number.

Direct control
in place

EX-CATALAN leader Carles
Puigdemont has fled to Bel-
gium after Spanish prosecutors
called for him to face charges
of rebellion, punishable by up
to 30 years in prison.

Following a vote by the
Spanish Senate backing the de-
cision to impose direct rule on
Madrid, Prime Minister Mari-
ano Rajoy sacked the leader of
the Catalan Parliament and
dismissed the rest of his cab-
inet. Rajoy then called for
regional elections to be held
in Cataluña on December 21.

The decision was made fol-
lowing weeks of turmoil after
90 per cent of Catalans alleged-
ly voted in favour of indepen-
dence during the controversial
referendum on October 1. 

Puigdemont had refused to
appear before the Spanish gov-
ernment to explain his
actions and decid-
ed against
calling

regional elections himself, in-
stead choosing to make a dec-
laration of independence from
Spain.

On Monday, Puigdemont
fled to Belgium with several
members of his cab-
inet to

allegedly seek political asylum.
Theo Francken, Belgium’s im-
migration minister, had previ-
ously suggested it was not “un-
realistic” for Puigdemont to be
granted protection.

Hours later, Spain’s attor-
ney general Jose

Manuel Maza
a n n o u n c e d

that he
would ask
the Span-
ish court
to bring

charges
of rebel-
l i o n ,

s e d i t i o n
and the mis-

use of public funds against
Puigdemont and 13 other
members of his administration.   

Puigdemont later denied
that he had fled to seek asy-
lum, but claimed he would
not return to Spain until he
was guaranteed a fair trial. He
also declared he would accept
the results of the snap region-
al elections called by Rajoy
for December.

Belgium’s Prime Minister
Charles Michel also revealed
that an asylum request was
“absolutely not on the agenda”
and claimed the ex-Catalan
leader would be treated the
same as any other European
citizen.

Meanwhile, Cataluña’s
200,000 civil servants returned
to work on Monday, in spite of
fears that they would protest
direct rule from Madrid. 

By Kat Ashton

Sacked Catalan leader flees country

ON THE RUN:
Carles

Puigdemont has
fled Spain where

he could face a
30-year prison

sentence.
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SHE is set to become a household
name as one of three new Doctor
Who companions.

And ex-Hollyoaks star Mandip
Gill was understandably
thrilled as she said: “I
am over the moon
to be joining the
Doctor Who
family. Certain
roles seem un-
attainable and
this is one of
those, so much so
I didn’t believe it to
be true for the first
few weeks!”

The 29-year-old will play new
character Yasmin in the Sci-Fi
show and is clearly no stranger to
celebrations after a series of im-
ages of her living it up on party is-
land Ibiza emerged on social me-
dia in the wake of the big
announcement.

She was pictured at the Ocean
Club Champagne Spray Party
alongside bikini-clad actress and
friend Jennifer Metcalfe, 35, as
the pair indulged in a spot of syn-
chronised dancing while knocking
back mixed drinks.

Got the boot
SHE’S the ex-desperate Housewives
star who recently broke her leg while on
holiday in Spain. And Eva Longoria, 44,
has been told to wear a leg brace by doc-
tors as she continues her recovery. She
was seen sporting the boot-like device at
a Los Angeles salon opening where she
was joined by Victoria Beckham.

HE’S the ex-Real Madrid goalkeeper who be-
came a heartthrob following his heroics with
the Spanish national team.

And World Cup winner Iker Casillas, 36,
was all smiles as he attended current club
Porto’s gala evening accompanied by stun-
ning journalist wife Sara Carbonero, 33.

The pair’s romance first came to light in
2010, and they had their first child Martin in
2013 before marrying at a secret ceremony in

Madrid last year.
The stopper has recently been linked with

a move to Premier League sides Liverpool
and Newcastle, although the rumours have
been scotched by his agent Carlo Cutropia.

He told Spanish radio: “Of the crazy
stuff I have seen, this is the craziest.

“It is crazy and there is no truth in it.”

SHE’S the Spanish actress who made
her name playing idealistic teacher
Fatima in hit TV series El Principe.

But  Hiba  Abouk showed she  has
few hang-ups as she celebrated her
31s t  b i r thday  by  pos t ing  a  naked
photo of herself on Instagram.

Wearing only a baseball  cap and
with a lit cigarette in her mouth, she
captioned the sizzling photo ‘Happy
birthday to me.’

Birthday
suit!

To the
Tardis!
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Oar-some 
display
SHE’S the ex-
Love Island
star who fa-
mously flashed
her boobs at
Cheltenham
Racecourse.

And Katie
Salmon let it
all hang out
again as she paddled topless
in Ibiza after slipping into a skimpy
black bikini before whipping off her top.He’s a safe pair of hands 

OVER THE MOON:
Mandip Gill.

CHEEKY: Hiba Abouk.

MAKING A
SPLASH: Katie
Salmon.
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HANDSOME PAIR:
Carbonero and Casillas.
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Sneaky car boot cargo Xmas is coming
SEVEN young Moroccan
men were found stashed in
car  boots  t rying to  enter
Almeria. They were arrested
by National Police at Alme-
ria port in cars and trailers
arr iving from the North
African city of Nador. 

The men, aged 18-25, ar-
rived in two groups, spaced
just  days apart .  Four  of
them were hidden in  the
back of  a  bus.  The other
three sneaked separately in-
to the car boots of paid peo-
ple  t raff ickers ,  who have
been charged with crimes
against foreign nationals.

All  seven of  the i l legal

immigrants  were quickly
processed and sent packing
back to Morocco. As well as

the thousands of immigrants
arriving in Almeria by sea,
port  authorit ies routinely

find people, drugs and even
exotic animals in traffic ar-
riving from North Africa. 

A QUARTER of a million euros will be spent lighting up
Almeria for Christmas. The huge festive budget will see the
province’s tallest ever Christmas tree planted in Plaza de las
Velas. 

The 26-metre giant is nine metres taller than any other to
grace the province. It will be just one of a series of extravagant
decorations set up across the city. 

In Plaza de la Cathedral, a Christmas ball measuring 10 me-
tres wide will hang mid-air and dazzle young children. There
will be a record busting nine floats for the Three Kings parade
through the city. 

But the Christmas lights will be the most eye-catching ex-
travagance. The budget has been raised to €250,000, up from
€190,000 last year. With the extra funds, colourful lights will
be set up in even more streets than usual. The biggest display
will be at Puerta de Purchena. STOWAWAYS: Young immigrants were hidden in car boots.
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hectares of land is at present dedicated
to olive farming throughout Spain.2.5m 
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Good life
beckons
A FEMALE farmer is set
to become one of the few
women to own substan-
tial greenage in Almeria.
Maria Dolores Verdejo
will grow fresh produce
on 31 hectares of green-
houses she has pur-
chased. 

Time bank
HUNDREDS of volun-
teers who donate their
time to invaluable lan-
guage, psychology, and
support services, were
honoured as Almeria’s
‘Time Bank’ initiative
celebrated its fifth an-
niversary. 

Cold fire 
A LORRY carrying re-
frigerators caught fire on
the A-7 motorway at Vic-
ar, forcing police to cor-
don off the entire right-
hand lane while
firefighters tackled the
dramatic blaze. 

Slot sneaks
TWO Russian men resi-
dent in Almeria were
caught sliding a metal
rod into slot machines in
three Granada bars. They
travelled regularly out-
side the province, steal-
ing at least €3,000 in
small bills. 

Smart move
A TOP European or-
ganisation has moved
its headquarters to
Almeria from
Barcelona. The Euro-
pean Institute for Di-
versity Management
made the move in re-
sponse to the Catalan
crisis. 

Road delays
MINOR delays can be
expected on the A-332
highway from Cuevas del
Almanzora to San Juan
de los Terreros as work-
ers set up gazebos on ei-
ther side of the road. 

NEWS EXTRA

MAJOR farms should suspend their operations to al-
low more water to be distributed to local people.
That is the conclusion of the Los Velez Association
in Defence of Water, which argues residents are ex-
posed to extreme drought risk due to water misman-
agement. 

President of the association, Pascual Soriano, has
urged large agricultural companies to ‘suspend’ their
holding in the area. During this time a plan would be
drawn up to better distribute water to residents of
Chirivel, Velez Rubio and Velez Blanco. 

“We do not want any more studied,” he said.
“Properties that are a lifelong legacy given from par-
ents to children are now bone dry,” he argued.

Meanwhile “what began as small-scale agricultural
proposals, have become 800 hectares of irrigated
land which requires a lot of water.” 

Soriano believes much of the area’s population
decline is because of the drought. He says it is more
responsible for companies to farm less populated ar-
eas or to bring in their own desalinated water, rather
than leeching off local wells. 

By Matthew Elliott

Local fury over ‘parasite’ farms 
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A NEW pet law has been approved for Alme-
ria. Tighter regulations on pet owners are de-
signed to protect other city residents from
dangerous animals and unsanitary conditions. 

The law is also aimed at improving the
lives of pets, ensuring that owners take prop-
er care of them.

Highlights include limiting the number of
dogs or cats in a single house to five, unless
a special licence is granted. 

Dogs must be kept off a leash and be un-
tied for at least eight hours a day. When they
are tied up, the tie shouldn’t be less than
three metres long, to allow them plenty of
room for movement. 

All pets must always be kept in hygienic
conditions. The law bans the abuse, abandon-

ment, and neglect of animals. 
Those definitions are expanded to include

offering animals as prizes, experimenting
with them, making them fight or participate
in a circus, and selling them to children aged
under 16.

Owners of hotels, bars, shops and restau-

rants can stop animals entering the premises
at their discretion, except in the case of guide
dogs. 

Dogs weighing more than 20 kilograms
must be muzzled in public. No animal which
has been identified by its microchip can be
put down before notifying the owner. Pet
owners who can no longer take care of the
animal can take it to the Zoosanitary Centre
free of charge. 

Reins tightened on pet owners 

CONDITIONS at Alme-
ria’s Zoosanitary Centre
will be improved thanks
to an €80,000 invest-
ment. The city council is
funding the renovation
works and is now look-
ing for  a  company to
carry them out. 

Deputy Mayor Miguel
Angel Castellon said the
works are a priority pro-
ject to be finished by the
end of the year. 

Expanding the animal
protection centre’s space
is  the chief  object ive.
The current ground area
will be enlarged by 400

square metres, and the
ceilings made uniform
in height,  at  three me-
tres tall. 

This will  allow staff
to expand the number of
dog kennels from 50 to
80. They will also have
two new separate spaces
for potentially danger-
ous dogs and animals in
quarantine with health
problems. 

Waste  disposal  and
hygiene wil l  be im-
proved. The centre will
also have nine new sur-
vei l lance cameras  to
boost security. 

Centre dogs have their day

Django bites back 

DJANGO, a dog found badly injured, abused
and abandoned by the side of the road, has
made a full recovery. The American Stafford-
shire terrier has been treated for over a month
by an Almeria animal protection charity.

Police following up on the case have also
managed to track down his owner. The 23-
year-old woman from Vera was arrested on an-
imal abuse charges.  

Django was discovered in the Almeria
neighbourhood of Retamar, near the slip road

onto the A-7 motorway. He had serious in-
juries from an iron chain tied so tightly that it
had embedded in his skin. Django was also se-
verely malnourished. 

Almeria’s Protection of Animals charity was
able to guide him towards recovery and had
now received multiple offers to adopt him
from big-hearted local residents. 

They paid for his surgery and also filed a
criminal complaint with the National Police,
who eventually tracked the owner down. 

AWFUL: Django has recovered from shameful abuse. 
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MOJACAR was present at a
reunion of Spain’s Most Beau-
tiful Towns and Villages.
Tourism councillor Emmanuel
Aguero was the pueblo’s dele-
gate at the glamorous event
held in Alpujarras, near Grana-
da. 

Dozens of towns and vil-
lages are part of the elite Span-
ish club. They, with Mojacar
among them, regularly gather
to promote new tourism initia-

tives and capitalise on their
world famous beauty. 

At the event delegates dis-
cussed seeking more financial
assistance from the Spanish
state, improving historic cen-
tres, and creative new strate-
gies to boost rural tourism. 

Other topics included the
worrisome depopulation of
many rural villages, and form-
ing alliances with hotel chains
to encourage tourists to be-
come more adventurous in
their choice of destination. 

Pretty pueblos party 

TWO young Croatian women were arrest-
ed and charged with 11 burglaries across
Almeria Province. Aged just 22, the pair
were caught red-handed by police as they
tried to work a city apartment door with
screwdrivers and a wrench.

They were part of a travelling gang of
professional burglars made up of mostly
international recruits. Police believe the
gang has been operating for at least five

years across Spain.  The arrests come as
city police in Almeria revealed that home
burglaries declined dramatically last year.
With 290 recorded thefts, there were 500
less than in 2012. 

Police say that victims are usually
wealthier residents. Burglars typically tar-

get properties in the morning, once their
victims have left for work. 

They primarily want cash, jewellery,
and electronics and aren’t afraid to use the
intercom to gain access to apartment
buildings with the help of unsuspecting
residents. 

Caught red-handed 

STRATEGY: Delegates from Spain’s prettiest pueblos
discuss new ideas.
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was paid in speeding fines last year 
according to traffic authorities.€164m 





VERA is preparing to com-
memorate the catastrophic
earthquake of 1518 that left 150
residents dead. Next week it
will be 499 years since the nat-
ural disaster which led to the

construction of a new Vera
from the ruins of the old. 

Holy Roman Emperor
Charles I and Pope Leo X were
directly involved in shaping Ve-
ra after the earthquake. It rum-

bled down from the Holy Spirit
hill, which overlooks the town
and now has an eight metre
high image of Jesus to remem-
ber those who perished. 

On that hill once stood
Bayra, an important Muslim
city taken over by Spain’s
Christian armies in 1488. Just
30 years later it was destroyed
on November 9 when the vio-
lent earthquake shook the entire
Levantine region. 

Only the Santa Maria church
and a water tank, now convert-
ed into a museum, survived.
The new town of Vera was built
on the foot of the hill.

This year, the 150 dead will
be honoured with two sched-
uled climbs of the Holy Spirit.
The first takes place on Sunday,
the second next Thursday
evening on the exact anniver-
sary of the disaster. 

Hundreds of people, dressed
in 16th century garb, will climb
the hill carrying the flag of Ve-
ra. They will read poems and
listen to music of the period,
played with flutes and tam-
bourines. 
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Sex abuse
trial starts
A MAN accused of sexu-
ally assaulting his three
children has gone on trial.
The Almeria native, who
has a history of abusing
women, is facing up to 18
years in prison. 

Big bill
ELECTRICITY costs
soared to a historic high
of 18.25 cent per kw/h
last week. The peak oc-
curred between 7pm
and 8pm on weekdays
due to skyrocketing
wholesale prices. 

Sea monster
A LARGE unidentified
marine creature washed
up on the Roquetas coast
in an advanced state of
decomposition. Biologists
are analysing its bone
structure to identify the
mystery species. 

NEWS EXTRAQuake victims honoured

MEMORY:
Ancient city

once stood on
Vera’s sacred

hill. 
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EXPORTS from Almeria
Province have hit a record high.
So far in 2017 exports have
soared by 12.7 per cent com-
pared to the first nine months of
last year.

To date the province has ex-
ported more than €2.5 billion
worth of fresh fruit and veg to
destinations as varied as conti-
nental Europe, the UK, and
China. The figure makes Alme-
ria the province with the fourth
highest exports in Spain. It is
also the fastest growing in the
Andalucian community. 

Since it imports so little, the
province enjoys an extremely

positive trade
balance, the
best in Spain. 

A l m e r i a ’s
success comes
as the Andalu-
cian region also experiences a
strong surge in exports. For the
first time in history, exports
from Andalucia have smashed
the €20 billion mark this year,
rising 18.5 per cent on 2016.

These figures include the
growing mining and aeronauti-
cal sectors. The UK and China
are hungry for southern Spain’s
natural stone and marble, as
well as its agricultural produce. 

The number one product,
however, continues to be olive
oil. More than €2 billion worth
of the good stuff has been sold
by Andalucia, which has bene-
fited from news that the mafia
is adulterating Italian olive oil. 

Almeria and Andalucia are
also diversifying where they
export too. Two non-EU coun-
tries saw their imports from the
province grow the most this
year, China and the United
States. The soon-to-be former
EU country Britain, also saw
imports from Almeria rocket. 

UK loves local veg 
Record year for exports

MONEY MAKER:
Almeria’s ‘Plastic Sea’ of
greenhouses rakes in
billions (inset Almeria-
grown tomatoes).

The number of Olympic size swimming pools
that could be filled by beer consumed in Spain a

year according to the Spanish government.
1,380
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ONE of the Costa de Almeria’s most iconic
beaches has been slapped with a black flag by
green group Ecologists in Action. The black
flag is the negative of the famous blue flags
dished out to clean and sustainable beaches
across Europe.

It represents ‘environmental degradation’ and
was given to Algarrobico beach in Carboneras.
Ecologists in Action have spent months cata-
loguing some 8,000km of Spanish coastline,
identifying 48 offending beaches in the process.

Algarrobico is the site of the infamous Azata
del Sol hotel, which is scheduled for demoli-
tion. The 400-plus room monstrosity, described

as one of Europe’s biggest eyesores by The
Telegraph, was built illegally within 100 metres
of the shore of the virgin beach. 

That sparked a decades-long lawsuit which
has been disastrous for Algarrobico’s reputation.
In issuing the black flag, Ecologists in Action
highlighted the delays in demolition and worry-
ing impact the huge hotel has had on the long-
term health of the shoreline. 

Other beaches singled out by the group in-
clude Les Marines in Denia, where luxury
apartments are set to be built, and Can Pere An-
toni in Mallorca, which suffers from plastic pol-
lution. 

Hotel shames beach 
SHAMED: Algarrobico beach ruined by eyesore hotel.
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RARE, incurable conditions
are  of ten overlooked by
medical research in favour
of  those diseases  which
claim large numbers of vic-
tims.

It is not a matter of health
specialists being uncaring,
but  there is  only so much
money available although
now some of it will be spent
on studying Butterfly Skin
(Epidermolysis  bul losa)
which affects children giv-
ing them extremely fragile
skin which bl is ters  and
bleeds.

Even the simplest of ac-
t ivi t ies  can be extremely

painful and the children of-
ten have to be heavily ban-
daged and cannot live a nor-
mal  l i fe  of  rough and
tumble.

Little is known about the
cause or  t reatment  of  the
disease but parents of suf-
ferers are delighted that the
Ministry of Health, Social
Services and Equality has
sanctioned the La Paz Uni-
versity Hospital ,  Madrid,
Sant  Joan de Déu-Clinic
Hospital, Barcelona in col-
laboration with the Provin-
cial  Hospi ta l  Cl inic  of
Barcelona to introduce the
first Reference Centres for

Epidermolysis bullosa (EB)
in Spain. 

A Reference Centre is a
health centre that dedicates
its work fundamentally to
the care of  certain recog-
nised conditions and has the
mission of providing multi-
disciplinary team care.

This  news means that
there will be more help and
assistance for those affected
with Butterfly Skin in Spain
and there is the possibility
that  new treatments  and
even a cure may be found in
time.  An official ceremony
at  the La Paz Children’s
Hospital in Madrid formally

announced this news in the
presence of health special-
is ts ,  Pr incess  Elena of
Spain, Nieves Montero an
archi tect  f rom Marbel la
who is  President  of  the
Spanish Association of EB
Debra-Butterfly Children
Charity alongside sufferers
and their families.

Princess Elena in her role
as project  Director of  the
Mapfre  Foundat ion has
been collaborating with the
chari ty  via  the ‘Donate  a

Euro’ campaign involving
more than 4,600 employees
of  Mapfre  to  help raise
much-needed funds.

It is believed that the es-
tablishment of these refer-
ence centres will not only
help to highlight the needs
of the children but will also
lead in the long term to an
extension of knowledge in
how to treat the condition
and br ing some rel ief  to
those who suffer  from i ts
awful effects.
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New  research into a terrible condition 
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PRINCESS ELENA of Spain
(left) with an affected
child and mother.
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VANDA first came to Mo-
jacar in 1979 with her hus-
band Don. They bought
their first house on the
beach the following year
and moved here with their
baby daughter Victoria in
1981.

Vanda started a holiday
and rental business, Mo-
jacar Holidays, which she
built up to include over 40
apartments and many villas,
one having a swimming
pool, a rarity in those days. 

She then started a car
rental business, Almericar
SL with her friend, Jan
Mills. In the early 90’s Van-
da sold her businesses to in-
dulge in her passion,
clothes, shoes, fashion. 

She opened her boutique,
Vanda’s, in the local that she
owned next door to her
friends, Jill and Keith (Bad-
gers). Customers came from
all parts of Europe. Vanda’s
shoes and handbags were so
unusual she was asked if
she could make them avail-
able in England. Thus Vicky
Beth was born, the compa-
ny named for  her daughters
Victoria and Catherine Eliz-
abeth. Vanda designed the
shoes and bags, selected the
leathers and manufactured
in Elda, Spain. By the time
she sold the business in
2002 she was supplying
over 150 shoe shops and
boutiques in the UK.

Vanda took early retire-
ment well. She threw lavish
parties at her home, Cortijo
los Habaneros. She trav-
elled the world, bought a
beautiful house in Goa, In-
dia where she would spend
the winter months, returning
to Mojacar each summer.

Vanda fought cancer the
last two years of her life,
dying on October 1, 2017.
Her friendly smile and wel-
coming hugs will be missed
by many.

OBITUARY

THE Rose Singers are proud to present their
November concert  t i t led ‘A
Flower Remembered.’ The
programme of songs, sung in
harmony by the local  ladies
choir,  wi l l  include guest
solois t  El len Turner  and an
Oboe performance by Maddy
Frowd.

The afternoon concert will
be held at their new location:
the Hotel Parador in Mojacar
Playa on Tuesday, November 7
at 3pm. 

A raffle will be held at both events with
proceeds going to the aid of
Stepping Stones carers support
group. 

Tickets  are  €8 and can be
bought in advance from For-
get-Me-Not (Las Buganvillas),
Total  Entertainment (Turre)
and The Shop, Camping Los
Gallardos. They are also avail-
able  on the day,  through the
choir members or by messag-
ing the Facebook page (search
Rose Singers, Mojacar).

Some sweet notes
ON KEY: The Rose Singers are all set to serenade the Hotel Parador on Tuesday. 
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THE Royal British Legion meets the first
Thursday of the month at the artisan centre
in Mojacar Pueblo at 11.15am. 

If you feel they can help you, please ring
676 451 780 (9am to 5pm weekdays)  or
email: assistance.rbl.dns@gmail.com or
rblmojacar@gmail.com. 

Diary for November 2017
Thursday 2, 11.15am: Branch meeting

with speaker Tim Taplin.
Friday 3, 7.30pm: Fish & chip night with

quiz at the beachcomber restaurant, Mo-
jacar. 

Sunday 12, 10.45am: Remembrance Day
service, Mojacar at the Anglican church,
followed by lunch at Bellavista at 1pm to
book call number below.

Thursday 16, 11.15am: Branch AGM at Ar-
tisan Centre, lunch at Osteria. 

For more information or
to book a table call Chris-
tine on 697 887 362.

Dates for the diary

CASA HOGAR, the or-
phanage in the centre of
Vera, is facing a bill  of
almost €22,000 to make
urgent repairs to main-
ta in a  safe  and heal thy
environment  for  those
who live and work there. 

The building has be-
come very run down with
numerous leaks due to the
poor condition of the roof,
leading to collapsing ceil-
ings and damp walls.

The home has been
open since 1872 and has
a capacity to care for 24
children up to 18 years of
age -  providing care ,
comfort and encourage-
ment to orphans and un-
derprivileged and, occa-
sionally, abused children
and young adults. 

Its main characteristic
is to guarantee adequate
attention to minors, in all
their basic needs as well
as leisure and culture, en-
hancing learning experi-
ences and access to so-
cial resources under the
same conditions as any
other person of their age. 

The main purpose of
the home is  to  create  a
space where children are
looked after, promoting
their  development  as
people, combining tech-
nical quality and human

warmth.
How can you help?
To be able to assist in

guaranteeing the future
of the orphanage through
giving,  Shea Fox at
Restaurant La Parata in
Mojacar  and his
fundraising team would
like you all to contribute
through donations -  ei-
ther  by at tending a
fundraising afternoon on
November 6,  with a
three-course lunch, live
music from Ashley and
Dainius, raffle, auction
and other activities, do-
nating directly to the or-
phanage or offering gifts
to raffle or auction on the
afternoon. Details are be-
low.

Why should you
help?

Located in  a  quiet ,
shaded corner  of  Plaza
del Hospital in Vera (just
behind the church in
Plaza Mayor), Casa Hog-
ar  is  more famil iar ly
known in this  par t  of
Almeria  as  ‘Vera Or-
phanage.’

It belongs to the Com-
pany of the Daughters of
Charity of St Vincent de
Paul and is dedicated to
serving the most disad-
vantaged groups of soci-
ety, through planned and

comprehensive social ac-
t ion.  The orphanage is
meticulously clean and
decorated in typical An-
dalucian style. However,
funding for repairs to the
fabric  of  the bui lding
must be found from char-
itable donations.

For those who wish to
donate to the event or di-
rectly to the orphanage:

• Please book a table at
Shea’s for November 6
and Shea wil l  make a
substantial contribution
to the appeal. To reserve,
please cal l  Shea’s
Restaurant La Paratá on
950 478 186.

• Donate raffle prizes
or auction items - for fur-
ther information on do-
nat ing money,  raff le
pr ices  or  auct ion lots ,
please contact Keith Hol-
land on 636 798 950.

• Buckets and jars are
avai lable  a t  Shea’s
Restaurant La Paratá and
in the Iceland/Interna-
tional supermarket in Ve-
ra for cash donations.

• The bank account for
donations is: Casa Hogar
IBAN ES89 2103 5960
4503 5000 0019.

• The Centre is inscribed
in the Register of Reli-
gious Entities with the
Number 1639-i.

Vera Orphanage
needs you

The amount generated in the Costa del Sol
by tourism in 2017, according to official

sources in Malaga.
€7.12bn





EMERGENCY HEALTH CARE is one
of three main services under the optional
Travel Assistance service provided by
Línea Directa. It covers any lawful occu-
pants travelling in an insured vehicle on
any journey across Spain, Europe and all
Mediterranean countries. To qualify for
the cover, an incident must occur at least
25 kilometres from the policyholder ’s
usual place of residence or 10 kilometres
in the Balearic and Canary Islands. 
Medical services included
If the injured party suffers an accident or
illness which in the opinion of a doctor
requires hospitalisation, Línea Directa
will cover the costs of transport to the
nearest hospital with the requisite facili-
ties. If hospitalisation is expected to last
more than two days, Línea Directa will
pay for the return travel from Spain for a
relative to accompany them on the home-
ward journey. The costs of the compan-
ion’s accommodation will also be cov-
ered in a 4-star hotel for up to 10 days.

Medical costs abroad
Medical, surgical, pharmaceutical, hospi-
talisation and ambulance service costs
incurred abroad arising from accident or
illness and prescribed by a doctor will be
insured up to a maximum of €6,020.
Dental treatment abroad
I f  denta l  t rea tment  i s  required  whi le
journeying abroad, Línea Directa will
cover dental expenses up to a maximum
of €160.
Dispatch of medications abroad
If during the course of a journey abroad
the insured requires medications as part
of a prescribed treatment and these prove
unavailable in the area in which they are
travelling, Línea Directa will attempt to
source such medications and dispatch
them to the locality in which the insured
is staying.

Emergency Health Care

We hope the information provided
in this article is of interest.

If you would like to contact 
Linea Directa please call

902 123 309
More information

about Linea Directa online
at www.lineadirecta.com   

Advertising feature

TRAVEL ASSISTANCE: Medical services and costs are included.
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209 metres, and the eight men on
board have been presumed dead.

Statue spoilt
A MONUMENT showing a

hammer crushing a  swast ika
in Oslo was vandal ised with
red paint  las t  Thursday
coinciding with the 75th an-
niversary of the Holocaust  in
Norway.

NORWAY

AT least three people were killed
and transport services were sus-
pended in seven German states on
Sunday af te r  S torm Herwar t
ripped up trees and caused flood-
ing across the country. 

Full bottle
A GERMAN motorway near
Frankfurt was brought to a stand-

still by 30,000 smashed beer bot-
tles when a lorry collided with an-
o ther  vehic le  and  i t s  conten ts
crashed onto the road.  

Travel triumph
THE German passpor t  was  re -
vealed to be the second best pass-
port in the world as it allows hold-
ers  to  t rave l  to  158  count r ies

wi thout  a  v i sa ,  on ly  fo l lowing
Singapore which allows 159. 

Devil derailed
A GERMAN couple was persuad-
ed by the courts not to name their
baby Lucifer following months of
disagreement after the local reg-
istry office warned that the name
might put their child in danger.

REPORTS of rat sightings have
risen by 25 per  cent  in
Amsterdam and almost 50 per
cent  in  Rot terdam in the
past year, according to a report
by the Dutch newspaper  the
Telegraaf. 

School surge
THE Dutch government plans
to increase the number of
places in international schools
to  a t t ract  foreign companies
and ski l led workers ,  as
half  of  these schools  are  now
reported to  have a  wai t ing
list. 

Family time
A PRISON in Leeuwarden is set
to open a special  wing for  in-
mates who are fathers next year,
allowing them to play with their
chi ldren or  help them with
homework, with the aim to pre-
vent them from offending. 

Traffic tots up
THE number of traffic jams in
the Netherlands is costing the
economy billions of euros and
looks set to increase by 1.7 per
cent next year, according to the
KiM institute for mobility policy.

NETHERLANDS

Rats on rise

GERMANY

Savage storm

ALMOST 90 per  cent  of
Swedish people want their gov-
ernment to sign a UN resolution
to ban nuclear weapons world-
wide, according to a survey by
polling group Sifo.

House crisis
THOUSANDS of new arrivals
to Sweden are in danger of be-
ing  homeless  as  many towns
struggle to find accommodation
for asylum seekers, with those
on short-term employment con-
tracts at greatest risk of losing
their homes.  

Plane wrecked
POLICE are looking into an at-
tempt to sabotage a plane in an
airport in Gallivare, after some-
one broke into the terminal and
tampered with the aircraft.  

Top dog
A FOUR-YEAR-OLD German
Shepherd has been named po-
lice dog of the year after help-
ing to find a missing six-year-
o ld  g i r l  l as t  summer  in
Hudiksvall.

SWEDEN

FRANCE’S croissants are under threat as the nation al-
legedly faces the worst butter shortage it’s seen since
the Second World War due to falling levels of milk
production and growing global demand for the dairy
product.  

Literary love
NEARLY 6,000 of literary legend Marcel Proust’s let-
ters will be published online for free to coincide with
the 100th anniversary of the end of the First World
War.

Tongue twisted
THE Academie Française, which is officially tasked
with protecting the French language, has warned that
the native dialect is in ‘mortal danger’ due to the in-
crease of ‘inclusive writing’ which promotes both mas-
culine and feminine nouns.

Out of order
THE French government has condemned new evidence
which revealed that the French police have been using
tear gas on children, destroying belongings and ripping
up tents in refugee camps near Calais.

FRANCE

Butter flutter
A WOMAN from Hull  is  facing extradi t ion to
Belgium where she has  been accused of  chi ld
abduct ion af ter  leaving the country with her
son without his father ’s permission seven years
ago. 

Court change
BELGIUM is  planning to  set  up an Engl ish-
language court  to  deal  with corporate  lawsui ts
post-Brexit so international companies no longer
have to  go to  t r ia l  in  the UK once i t  leaves the
EU.

Born free
THE first nudist beach may open shortly in Belgium,
as the Federation of Belgian Naturism is in talks with
two seaside resorts to persuade them to change their
regulations on nudity. 

Road rage
AROUND 1,800 people, including many children,
have protested in Antwerp to demand safer roads and
better cycling conditions following three recent road
deaths. 

BELGIUM

Kidnap charge
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EUROPE’S first underwater restaurant will
be opened in Norway, about five hours
from capital city Oslo, and will feature a
36-foot wide ocean window stretching
from floor to ceiling while 16 feet under-
water. 

Right smite
LOCAL politicians on the Swedish island
of Gotland have requested that a far-right,
neo-Nazi party be banned from the upcom-
ing annual politics festival, claiming that
the group’s presence “limits freedom of ex-
pression for others.”

Tragic trip
A RUSSIAN helicopter missing off the
coast of Norway was located at a depth of

Bomb ban

Brine dining

SEA DREAM: Norway’s new underwater restaurant will
offer guests the chance to eat with the fishes.

PRINCE HARRY je t ted  in to
Denmark for a brief visit during
which he visited Copenhagen’s
Amal ienborg  Pa lace  to  meet
Queen Margrethe and attended a
royal  recept ion  a t  the  Tivol i
Gardens.

All tied up
A 91-YEAR-OLD Danish man
was t ied to his  bed while  two
thieves robbed his house near
Copenhagen,  taking cash and
his television among other pos-
sessions.

Lucky escape
POLICE believe the shooting that
took place in Copenhagen last Tues-
day was related to gang activity and
revealed the two victims, aged 22
and 24, escaped with minor injuries.   

Mayor muck-up
A COUNCILLOR in Copenhagen
has withdrawn her name from her
party’s list of candidates for mayor
after it was revealed she didn’t pay to
hold her wedding reception at the
city hall for free. 

DENMARK

Royal rounds
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THE president of the Spanish Con-
federation of Employers’ Organiza-
t ions (CEOE) bel ieves  that  the
1,500 companies leaving Cataluña
employ 30 per  cent  of  the
Province’s workforce. He made it
clear that this situation is potential-
ly damaging not only for the Cata-
lan people, but also for the econo-
my of Spain as the return to growth
and prosperity could be halted. 

More in
work
LATEST unemployment figures
show that the number without
jobs in Spain has dropped to its
lowest level since 2008. The Na-
tional Statistics Institute third
quarter figures show unemploy-
ment at 16.38 per cent, down
from 17.22 per cent in the previ-
ous quarter.

La Caixa
LA CAIXA bank’s CEO Gonza-
lo Gortazar said that whilst he
feels that the Catalan situation
would be resolved, there could
be economic problems if matters
drag on. Having moved its HQ
from Barcelona, he confirmed
that few withdrawals by dis-
gruntled Catalans had occurred.

In the money
SPANISH billionaires saw their
wealth increase by 10 per cent to
a total of €105.81 billion   in
2016 according to a report by
Swiss bank UBS and consultancy
PwC. The number of billionaires
also increased by four to 25.

IN what is an unusual case, a store worker who
was sacked for working too hard has taken former
employer Lidl to court claiming unfair dismissal.

The supermarket branch in Barcelona for
which he worked accused him of breaches of
his employment contract as he turned up early
and spent between an hour and an hour and a

half stocking shelves and generally tidying up.
Apart from working too hard, he also didn’t

clock in whilst he was doing this work as he didn’t
expect to get paid and didn’t know that he wasn’t
allowed to do this as it breached the company’s
rules which required payment for all work under-
taken.

AN incredibly successful team of
Spanish archaeologists who have
unearthed numerous valuable
Egyptian artefacts is so poor that it
has had to turn to crowdfunding to
raise €20,000.

Whilst the group has been exca-
vating the tomb of Djehuty and
others in Luxor, many of their rare
and exquisite finds are the proper-
ty of the Egyptian government and
end up in local museums. These
experts are not treasure hunters but
are dedicated to their work howev-

er they need to be able to pay their
local teams of labourers in order to
launch next year’s exploration ses-
sion in January and February.

Needing to raise €20,000 the
group came up with the idea of
making an appeal on the Kick-
starter platform and with more
than a month before the appeal
ends, they have already raised just
short of €28,000 from 247 sup-
porters who will receive small to-
kens such as books and videos in
thanks.

Quote of the Week
Our programme is flexible enough that we can adjust its size smooth-
ly,” European Central Bank President Mario Draghi on decision to

halve the amount spent on government euro bonds.

Bad 
news

Barcelona
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is the value of non-oil trade undertaken between Spain and the
United Arab Emirates during 2016.
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Egyptologists turn 
to crowdfunding 

A BRITISH initiative which will re-
view the clarity and honesty of hotel
booking comparison sites could well
benefit consumers and hotels in Spain.

The Competition and Markets Au-
thority (CMA) is contacting all of the
major websites operating in the UK
such as Booking.com, Expedia and
Trivago to try to establish a number of
matters.

The enquiry will want to discover
whether there are any hidden charges,
how accurate the discount offers are
and whether the sites are influenced to
promote particular establishments due

to the commission they receive.
According to the CMA as many of

70 per cent of UK residents looking to
make hotel bookings do compare op-
tions on the various websites and
should there be any evidence that con-
sumers are being misled then action
will be taken.

Having contacted hotel groups and
websites, the watchdog also wants to
hear from the general public about their
experiences with these sites.

One area of particular interest is

whether sites ignore criteria entered
by those searching for hotels and re-
spond with lists of those hotels
where they receive the greatest com-
mission.

Another area of interest is the accura-
cy surrounding the number of rooms
still available in a particular hotel as
there is some fear that the numbers may
be manipulated in order to encourage
immediate booking.

One early conclusion is that those
searching websites for hotel availability
should check with more than one site to
ensure the best available deal.

THE Spanish government has re-
ceived permission from the Euro-
pean Stability Mechanism (ESM)
to make an early repayment of
€2 billion to reduce its borrow-
ings to save banks.

This does however still leave
an outstanding debt of €31.7 bil-
lion from the €41.3 billion origi-
nally borrowed in 2012 to allow
it to save a number of struggling
banks. The entire debt is due for
repayment by 2027 but the ESM
is impressed with current early
repayments. 

Repaying
debts

Comparison site review
By John Smith

Sacked for working too hard

THE TEAM involved in excavations.
Photo by The Djehuty project



3M 234,740 +0,77% 1,800 139.789,22
AMERICAN EXPRESS 95,7900 +0,10% 0,1000 83.154,04
APPLE 163,050 +3,58% 5,640 842.087,12
BOEING CO 256,460 -1,08% -2,810 151.447,39
CATERPILLAR 137,810 +0,64% 0,870 81.447,87
CHEVRON 113,54 -4,14% -4,90 215.897,66
CISCO SYSTEMS 34,430 +0,47% 0,160 172.001,86
COCA-COLA 46,07 -0,35% -0,16 196.459,91
DOWDUPONT 72,54 -0,70% -0,51 169.381,35
EXXON MOBIL 83,71 +0,29% 0,24 354.497,46
GENERAL ELECTRIC 20,7900 -2,49% -0,5300 179.955,41
GOLDMAN SACHS 241,71 -0,00% -0,01 93.511,59
HOME DEPOT 167,3400 -0,18% -0,3100 197.275,12
IBM 153,68 +0,05% 0,08 142.279,90
INTEL CORP 44,4000 +7,38% 3,0500 208.635,60
J.P.MORGAN CHASE 101,7700 +0,03% 0,0300 353.024,63
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 141,7800 -0,02% -0,0300 380.510,64
MC DONALD'S CORP 165,3900 +0,84% 1,3800 133.953,19
MERCK AND CO. NEW 58,24 -6,05% -3,75 158.950,21
MICROSOFT 83,810 +6,41% 5,050 645.602,09
NIKE 55,96 -1,50% -0,85 72.881,69
PFIZER 35,6000 -0,39% -0,1400 211.636,42
PROCTER AND GAMBLE 87,040 -0,53% -0,460 220.740,72
TRAVELERS CIES 131,06 -0,67% -0,88 35.865,11
UNITED TECHNOLOGIE 119,07 -0,72% -0,86 95.051,71
UNITEDHEALTH GROUP 212,60 +1,65% 3,45 205.559,25
VERIZON COMMS 48,87 -0,04% -0,02 199.401,46
VISA 109,71 -0,08% -0,09 200.681,89
WAL-MART STORES 88,1700 -0,51% -0,4500 263.321,82
WALT DISNEY CO 98,3100 -0,25% -0,2500 151.743,47

Legal & General Group 269.00 0.50 0.19 15,995.22
Lloyds Banking Group ORD 68.75 -0.16 -0.23 49,585.00
London Stock Exchange Grp 3,782.50 -11.50 -0.30 13,152.34
Micro Focus International 2,442.00 -142.00 -5.50 11,242.42
Mediclinic International 683.25 91.75 15.51 4,360.80
Merlin Entertainments 377.50 -0.20 -0.05 3,836.71
Marks & Spencer Group 343.50 -2.70 -0.78 5,624.84
Mondi 1,992.50 126.50 6.78 9,060.43
Morrison (Wm) Supermarkets 254.75 26.15 11.44 5,383.50
National Grid 910.00 -7.00 -0.76 31,173.55
NMC Health 2,885.50 -11.89 -0.41 5,895.69
Next 4,875.00 -7.00 -0.14 7,156.04
Old Mutual Group 192.50 4.00 2.12 9,297.60
Paddy Power Betfair 8,067.50 517.50 6.85 6,372.58
Prudential 1,863.00 0.50 0.03 48,162.14
Persimmon 2,873.50 42.50 1.50 8,737.20
Pearson 717.50 2.00 0.28 5,870.99
Reckitt Benckiser Group 6,826.50 -18.50 -0.27 48,159.09
Royal Bank of Scotland Group 278.50 -7.30 -2.55 34,025.86
Royal Dutch Shell 2,315.00 -12.00 -0.52 105,748.53
Royal Dutch Shell 2,368.00 -18.00 -0.75 89,367.31
RELX 1,730.00 -1.00 -0.06 18,436.74
Rio Tinto 3,551.00 -3.50 -0.10 48,422.33
Rolls-Royce Group 951.50 -13.00 -1.35 17,752.45
Randgold Resources 7,387.50 -22.50 -0.30 6,970.83
RSA Insurance Group 650.00 20.00 3.17 6,443.24
Rentokil Initial 309.45 -23.15 -6.96 6,110.97
Sainsbury (J) 244.50 1.50 0.62 5,321.97
Schroders 3,538.50 74.50 2.15 7,829.42
Sage Group (The) 744.00 6.00 0.81 7,979.06
Segro 539.50 9.50 1.79 5,315.46
Shire 3,582.00 -17.50 -0.49 32,701.81
Smurfit Kappa Group 2,200.00 -42.00 -1.87 5,309.98
Sky 862.50 -72.50 -7.75 16,072.81
Standard Life Aberdeen 437.50 -1.40 -0.32 13,067.44
Smiths Group 1,557.50 -3.50 -0.22 6,176.31
Scottish Mortgage Invstmnt Trst 448.00 4.40 0.99 6,199.40
Smith & Nephew 1,380.00 -48.00 -3.36 12,493.34
SSE 1,375.00 4.00 0.29 13,994.13
Standard Chartered 754.50 0.80 0.11 24,841.33
St James's Place 1,182.50 6.50 0.55 6,221.38
Severn Trent 2,105.00 7.00 0.33 4,956.33
Tesco 186.00 0.50 0.27 15,191.51
TUI AG 1,371.00 8.00 0.59 8,001.33
Taylor Wimpey 207.20 5.30 2.63 6,606.14
Unilever 4,140.00 -90.50 -2.14 52,735.68
United Utilities Group 829.50 -0.50 -0.06 5,659.67
Vodafone Group 216.35 0.75 0.35 57,960.80
Worldpay Group 400.75 0.20 0.05 8,010.00
WPP Group 1,317.50 17.50 1.35 16,449.66
Whitbread 3,690.00 1.00 0.03 6,766.59

Most Advanced
FARO Technologies, Inc. $ 46.25 8.30 ▲ 21.87%
First Solar, Inc. $ 57.67 9.75 ▲ 20.35%
Tivity Health, Inc. $ 46.05 6.55 ▲ 16.58%
Align Technology, Inc. $ 235.94 32.96 ▲ 16.24%
Heidrick & Struggles International, Inc. $ 24.75 3.30 ▲ 15.38%
MINDBODY, Inc. $ 32.65 4.30 ▲ 15.17%
MediciNova, Inc. $ 7.21 0.86 ▲ 13.54%
Marinus Pharmaceuticals, Inc. $ 5.99 0.70 ▲ 13.23%
Amazon.com, Inc. $ 1,100.95 128.52 ▲ 13.22%
SVB Financial Group $ 216.69 24.32 ▲ 12.64%
Hub Group, Inc. $ 44.65 5 ▲ 12.61%

Most Declined
Electronics for Imaging, Inc. $ 29.75 12.38 ▼ 29.39%
Town Sports International Holdings, Inc. $ 5.80 1.20 ▼ 17.14%
Expedia, Inc. $ 123.79 23.56 ▼ 15.99%
LeMaitre Vascular, Inc. $ 31.26 5.94 ▼ 15.97%
Liberty Expedia Holdings, Inc. $ 46.15 7.60 ▼ 14.14%
Marlin Business Services Corp. $ 23.90 3.75 ▼ 13.56%
VSE Corporation $ 50.02 7.50 ▼ 13.04%
IRSA Propiedades Comerciales S.A. $ 56.25 8.40 ▼ 12.99%
Endo International plc $ 5.88 0.81 ▼ 12.11%
LifePoint Health, Inc. $ 49.275 6.625 ▼ 11.85%
VelocityShares Daily 2x VIX Short-Term ETN $ 8.53 1.05 ▼ 10.96%

CCOMPANYOMPANY PPRICERICE((PP)) CCHANGEHANGE((PP)) % C% CHGHG.. NNETET VVOLOL

DOW JONES
CLOSING PRICES OCTOBER 30

Anglo American 1,417.50 -1.00 -0.07 19,924.35
Associated British Foods 3,340.00 -15.00 -0.45 26,560.67
Admiral Group 1,950.00 20.00 1.04 5,503.67
Ashtead Group 1,954.50 12.50 0.64 9,694.96
Antofagasta 984.00 27.50 2.88 9,429.72
Aviva 512.00 -0.50 -0.10 20,557.23
AstraZeneca 5,043.00 21.00 0.42 63,574.19
BAE Systems 586.50 -4.50 -0.76 18,825.66
Babcock International Group 820.00 2.50 0.31 4,133.25
Barclays 186.65 2.85 1.55 31,325.06
British American Tobacco 4,975.00 -47.00 -0.94 115,181.18
Barratt Developments 666.00 9.50 1.45 6,631.14
Berkeley Group Holdings 3,781.50 -25.50 -0.67 5,155.26
British Land Co 603.50 13.00 2.20 5,981.55
BHP Billiton 1,355.00 -6.50 -0.48 28,755.86
Bunzl 2,319.50 3.80 0.16 7,789.25
BP 492.00 -5.90 -1.18 98,644.52
Burberry Group 1,835.00 -93.00 -4.82 8,233.31
BT Group 261.00 -2.00 -0.76 26,083.62
Coca-Cola HBC 2,612.00 37.00 1.44 9,352.29
Carnival 5,135.00 50.00 0.98 10,850.92
Centrica 174.50 4.40 2.59 9,513.50
Compass Group 1,595.50 -42.50 -2.59 25,905.11
Croda International 4,095.00 75.00 1.87 5,281.99
CRH 2,880.50 19.50 0.68 23,931.16
ConvaTec Group 219.80 20.20 10.12 3,895.89
DCC 7,297.50 97.50 1.35 6,422.19
Diageo 2,596.50 -11.50 -0.44 65,439.91
Direct Line Insurance Group 367.10 -2.30 -0.62 5,079.25
Experian 1,572.50 -25.50 -1.60 14,798.49
easyJet 1,290.00 17.00 1.34 5,056.46
Ferguson 5,245.00 -5.00 -0.10 13,228.92
Fresnillo 1,397.50 95.50 7.33 9,594.36
G4S 275.00 -5.90 -2.10 4,358.43
GKN 318.00 -2.70 -0.84 5,507.95
Glencore 369.55 2.35 0.64 52,857.49
GlaxoSmithKline 1,376.00 9.50 0.70 67,213.10
Hargreaves Lansdown 1,552.50 2.12 0.14 7,370.91
Hammerson 518.50 3.50 0.68 4,085.09
HSBC Holdings 748.00 -0.30 -0.04 149,914.65
International Consldatd Air Grp 655.50 32.00 5.13 12,842.82
InterContinental Hotels Grp 4,150.00 -33.00 -0.79 7,947.29
3i Group 963.00 17.00 1.80 9,203.25
Imperial Brands 3,150.00 -26.00 -0.82 30,332.42
Informa 675.75 -10.25 -1.49 5,652.68
Intertek Group 5,152.50 -147.50 -2.78 8,553.70
ITV 167.75 3.75 2.29 6,601.67
Johnson Matthey 3,425.00 35.00 1.03 6,560.78
Kingfisher 309.00 -1.30 -0.42 6,735.16
Land Securities Group 954.50 -1.00 -0.10 7,084.43

CCOMPANYOMPANY PPRICERICE((PP)) CCHANGEHANGE((PP)) % C% CHGHG.. NNETET VVOLOL

COMPANY PRICE CHANGE NET / %

US dollar ................................................................1,16178
Japan yen .............................................................132,137
Switzerland franc ..............................................1,15996
Denmark kroner ..............................................7,44079
Norway kroner .................................................9,46739
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LONDON - FTSE 100
CLOSING PRICES OCTOBER 30

Units per €

COMPANY PRICE CHANGE%  CHANGE VOLUME(M)

NASDAQ
CLOSING PRICES OCTOBER 30
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WITH companies  around
Bri ta in  fur ious about  the
short time allowed for the
changeover between the old
and new pound coins, many
are still accepting them as
legal tender.

Counci ls  who have not
changed their parking ma-
chines  to  take the new
pound are under fire from
drivers and associations as
they are fining anyone park-
ing without a valid ticket,
even though many have dis-
posed of  their  old round
pounds.

Gibral tar  has  taken the
step of demonetising British
round pounds but is contin-
uing to  a l low Gibral tar
round pounds to be consid-
ered legal  tender  on the
Rock as the company they
use to  mint  their  pound
coins has simply not been
able to obtain blanks from
the Royal Mint.

Royal Mint
takes a

pounding
THE Spanish government is to spend a
further €50 million to support the
widespread introduction of electric
charging points and to encourage dri-
vers to purchase electric cars.

This decision has been made despite
the fact that a previous effort to assist
purchasers of environmentally friendly
vehicles was spoiled by the Volkswa-
gen diesel emission scandal.

Of the money now due to be made
available, €30 million will be put to-
wards the introduction of more electric
charging points which are almost non-
existent in many parts of Spain as well
as supporting additional research and
development.

The balance of €20 million is ex-
pected to be paid to motorists in the
form of ‘cash backs’ or discounts from
manufacturers’ price when purchasing a
new electric car or one that uses a
propulsion system that is not oil based.

This new initiative which is expected
to be in addition to €50 million previ-
ously agreed by government for expen-
diture in the second half of 2017 has
been championed by the Ministry of

Energy, Tourism and Digital Agenda
and is expected to be managed by the
Institute for Energy Diversification and
Saving (IDAE).

This whole enterprise is quite differ-
ent to previous funding plans as it will
be managed by IDEA rather than
Tragsa - which is associated with the
Ministry of Agriculture - and whereas
the previous campaign looked to per-
suade car owners to swop their old ve-
hicles for more fuel and environmental-
ly friendly oil driven cars, this

campaign will only apply to vehicles
which use alternative energy.

As the world moves to develop vehi-
cles driven by electric power and in
some cases liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) the current option of hybrid ve-
hicles continues to be a major leader in
environmentally friendly motoring and
will remain so until such time as elec-
tric car batteries can hold much greater
charges and can be topped up quickly.

It will be very difficult to persuade
drivers to give up their gas guzzlers in
exchange for a vehicle which has a
range of less than 300 kilometres and
could take hours to recharge.

SEAT will be cooperating with the
entire Volkswagen Group in order to try
to find a workable solution and a small
Spanish manufacturer Velantur has
been trying to launch its four seater
electric luxury sports car which it hopes
will have a range of 400 kilometres.

Tesla continues to increase the
charges of their batteries but unless it is
quick, cheap and easy to recharge an
electric vehicle, then the entire concept
could turn into a disaster.

Velantur prototypes.

FOR the last few weeks central bank speculation
and political developments have been the dri-
ving force behind currency movement. 

Euro 
EUR/GBP: Up from £0.87 to £0.90 
EUR/USD: Up from $1.16 to $1.18 
Although the euro has been pressured by po-

litical tensions in Cataluña and uncertainty about
the path the European Central Bank (ECB) will
take with fiscal policy, the common currency has
still managed to strengthen against both the
pound and US dollar over the last four weeks. 

The euro was kept on its toes as the Catalon-
ian populace voted overwhelmingly for indepen-
dence, igniting fears for Spain’s economic out-
look. However, with Madrid refusing to sanction
a split, EUR exchange rates recovered losses. 

Hopes that the European Central Bank (ECB)
would taper its quantitative easing scheme also
bolstered the euro - right up until investors found

out that the central bank was scaling down its
programme, but running it for longer. The move
inspired some EUR losses as October drew to a
close. 

The repercussions from the ECB decision are
likely to remain a cause of euro movement over
the next few weeks. Any significant develop-
ments in Cataluña are also liable to spark EUR
shifts. 

Pound 
GBP/EUR: Down from €1.14 to €1.12 
GBP/USD: Down from $1.34 to $1.32 

The pound was knocked around a fair bit dur-
ing October. The British currency swiftly
dropped from September’s highs as Brexit nego-
tiations ended in deadlock - potentially delaying
discussions about the UK’s future trading rela-
tionship with the EU. A string of less-than-im-
pressive UK ecostats (including concerning ser-
vices and retail sales stats) also kept the pound
under pressure. 

However, towards the end of October the
UK’s third quarter growth data was published.
The data showed quarterly growth of 0.4 per

cent, slightly better than the expected rate of 0.3
per cent. As the result was viewed as upping the
odds of the Bank of England (BoE) increasing
interest rates at its November policy meeting,
GBP exchange rates were able to recover some
of their recent losses. 

The BoE rate decision is liable to be the
biggest cause of pound volatility in the month
ahead. A rate hike would lift GBP, while the de-
cision to leave policy unchanged would weaken
Sterling. 

US Dollar 
USD/GBP: Up from £0.74 to £0.76 
USD/EUR: Fluctuating between €0.84   

and €0.85 
While expectations for a December rate hike

from the Federal Reserve have been lending the
US dollar support, USD gains have been limited
by the debate over who President Donald Trump
will appoint as Chairman of the Federal Reserve.
A Chairman who is likely to increase the pace or
size of interest rate adjustments would boost the
US dollar, while a dovish President could send
USD sliding. 

The December Federal Reserve decision is
edging ever closer but as long as upcoming US
releases keep the odds of a December rate hike
high, USD will remain sturdy.

Visit us at our Spanish offices in Costa del Sol, Costa Almeria, North Costa Blanca and South Costa Blanca. 
Telephone: UK +44 (0) 207 847 9400 SPAIN +34 950 478 914 Email: euroweekly@currenciesdirect.com • www.currenciesdirect.com
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CURRENCY MOVEMENT: Has been driven by political developments.

ECB decision and Catalan concerns drive euro 
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Spain wants electric cars
MORE GOVERNMENT MONEY TO BE COMMITTED
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MANY UK expatriates living in Spain
own properties in the UK and have pen-
sions and investments in the UK. They re-
ly on their UK assets to maintain their
lifestyles (and those of their families) in
Spain. If they can no longer manage their
affairs in the UK due to a loss of mental
capacity, it can cause many difficulties.

The best  way to avoid the legal  and
practical difficulties that can occur with
the loss of mental capacity is to plan for it
in advance by drawing up a document
cal led a  ‘Last ing Power of  Attorney’
(‘LPA’).

What is an LPA?
An LPA is a legal document that en-

ables you to appoint one or more attor-

neys to  act  for  you when you are  no
longer able to act for yourself.

Your attorney can be a professional,

such as a solicitor or a family member or
friend.

There are two types of LPA: ‘Health
and Welfare’ or ‘Property and Financial
Affairs’ 

An LPA must be made while you have
full mental capacity. It is therefore impor-
tant to make one while you are in good
health.

Why should you get an LPA?
You can choose a  person or  people ,

who you trust, to act for you when you
are no longer able.

If you lose your mental capacity and do
not have an LPA, then your family (or the
authorities) will have no choice but to
make an application to the Court of Pro-
tection to appoint a ‘deputy’ to look after
your affairs, which can be time consum-
ing and costly. 

Will my LPA be recognised in Spain?
Unfortunately there is no international

type of LPA which is guaranteed to work
in both the UK and Spain. 

The advice we give to our cl ients at
Stone King, is that if you have assets in
both Spain and the UK, your only safe
option is to appoint attorneys in both ju-
risdictions.

by Stone
King
Charlotte Macdonald

Contact me at international@stoneking.co.uk

If you would like to discuss LPAs contact Charlotte Macdonald or Dan Harris at Stone King LLP by email international@stoneking.co.uk
or by telephone on +44 (0)1225 337599.

You can choose a person
or people, who you

trust, to act for you when
you are no longer able.

An LPA must be made while you have full mental capacity.

THE steel manufacturer Aceri-
nox has invested $150 million
(€129 million) to launch a new
production line in its North
American Stainless (NAS)
plant in Kentucky.

The introduction of this new
plant will increase capacity of
the American subsidiary of the
Spanish manufacturer by 10 per
cent and allow it to increase the
range of different stainless steel
products that it can offer, in-
cluding a range that is produced
with a glossy finish.

Currently producing half of
all US stainless steel, it believes
that the days of cheap Chinese
imports are gone and that the
market can only increase for the
high quality locally rolled steel
that it manufactures.

The main markets for the
company’s products are situat-
ed within a nine-hour drive
from the factory which em-
ploys more than 1,000 local
staff.

More steel
production
in the USA

THE main investors in Monarch Air-
lines have confirmed that they have a
moral duty to help repay £60 million
(€68 million) spent by the tax payer.

Greybull Capital have written to the
UK Transport Committee confirming
that it would be prepared to assist in
paying some of the repatriation costs in-
volved in bringing more than 100,000
people back to the UK if it makes a
profit when the liquidation is finalised.

The British government chartered
aircraft at short notice to bring back
stranded Monarch passengers in what
is believed to be the largest ever
peacetime repatriation and picked up
all of the costs.

The private investment company
was responding to an observation
made by Chris Grayling, the Minister
for Transport with regards to the
morality of the situation should Grey-
bull - which is Monarch’s main se-
cured creditor – actually make a profit
from the closure of the airline.

Much depends on whether the liq-

uidators (KPMG) will be able to sell
on the lucrative international take-off
and landing rights ‘owned’ by
Monarch and this is now being decid-
ed in court.

In the event that the court confirms
that the rights can be sold to the high-
est bidder, certain of the rights to the
more valuable slots could raise a sig-
nificant amount of money, the bulk of
which would be due to Greybull Capi-
tal.

If there was to be a ‘bidding frenzy’
then in theory, the main investor could

make a profit from the closure and it
has confirmed that in such a scenario it
would channel such profits back to the
UK government as part repayment for
the money spent on chartering the air-
craft.

In its letter to the Transport Com-
mittee, Greybull maintained that
whilst sorry for the closure it had been
doing all that it could since 2014 -
when it obtained the majority of shares
in the airline - to try to stave off bank-
ruptcy but was unsuccessful.

Apart from the inconvenience and
in many cases financial loss suffered
by passengers who may never receive
their payments back, more than 2,000
Monarch staff have lost their jobs.

The other possible assets of the for-
mer airline will be their aircraft, al-
though many have been leased rather
than paid for outright and it may well
be that the administrators will be un-
able to raise any funds from them and
in fact depending on lease contracts,
there may be a significant liability.

Losing mental capacity whilst living abroad
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Gatwick to Gibraltar May 2016.

MONARCH SHAREHOLDERS ADMIT MORAL DUTY
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AN older friend who doesn’t ‘do’
the internet just gave a local travel
agent nearly €400 for air tickets I
found online for €89. Frankly I
was amazed travel agents still exist. 

Yes, doing stuff online can be
risky, especially when a Nigerian
prince offers you untold riches. But
squadrillions of online transactions
occur every day with barely a hitch,
and by 2025 the majority of the
world’s retail trade will apparently
happen online. So there.

Why then, like our overcharged
dinosaur friend, wouldn’t you do
it? London department store Har-
rods used to advertise you could
buy anything from an elephant to a
safety-pin; these days with water-
tight security Amazon, China’s Al-
ibaba and eBay sell more in a sec-
ond than Harrods could in a year.

Including elephants.
Hunt for an offbeat item in your

local shops and you could be at it
for days. Find it online in just sec-
onds, have it delivered to your door
the next day. Or perhaps in an hour
if Amazon’s current drone delivery
tests work out.

The main objections are fraud
and identity theft .  Yes they do
happen, but the percentage is mi-
nuscule, and if you use a plastic
card your bank covers most of
your risk anyhow if  things go
pear-shaped.

The bad news for online-shop-
ping virgins is that they soon won’t
have any choice: from tax declara-
tions to newsagents’ top-shelf mag-
azines, everything’s moving online
for better or worse. 

Worse, certainly, for traditional

bricks-and-mortar retailers, whose
plight has even added a new word
to the Oxford dictionary, ‘show-
rooming’: the practice of examin-
ing and fondling a product in a
physical shop before going home to
order it more cheaply online.

It was an album by Sting which
is said to have launched online
shopping back in 1994, say the (on-
line!) histories. By next year online
shopping will be nearly 9 per cent
of all retail sales (but 18 per cent
for the world’s most enthusiastic e-
shoppers, the Brits). Seven out of
every 10 internet users in Spain
shop online, spending around

€1,100 each a year.
The bad news for our reluctant

buddy is that it’s unstoppable and
that, inevitably, even he is going to
have to bite the bullet (also avail-
able online). Within his lifetime on-
ly those enterprises which cannot
easily sell through what he calls the
‘Interweb’ will be left standing,
like convenience stores, bars,
bistros and brothels. And perhaps
elephant traders.

As for his happy travel agent?
Most likely she will have followed
the clever advice I once saw pasted
up in a travel agent’s window:
‘Please go away!’

ONLINE fraud makes good
headlines, but they don’t al-
ways match reality as any
Daily Mail reader knows.

This year’s cybercrime es-
timate is €2.5 trillion world-
wide, but very little of it is
from online shopping.

Trusted payment methods
like credit/debit cards or Pay-
Pal take the sleepless nights
out of buying online. And if
you’re worried about an on-
line retailer’s reputation, so
are they in these days of buy-
er review overload. 

The better retailers are on
rating sites like Trustpilot.
When an order of mine dis-
appeared into a Hong Kong
void recently, my critique on
that site quickly got my cash
back.

Just be careful not to over-
do it. It really is time to stop
shopping online when the
computer asks if you need
another shopping cart. 

Shop till your
computer drops

Staying
safe

TERENCE KENNEDY offers up the online
shopper’s prayer: ‘Dear Lord, please don’t

let my wife be home when all my online 
orders arrive.’ 

SHOPPING: From the comfort of your own keyboard.

TECH FOR
THE TIMID

I REALLY am up to my male chauvinistic
eyeballs with women’s lib. 

To be honest, I’m not really sure what our
ladies truly want any more. I’m beginning to
think that many of them won’t really be happy
till the male of the species are homebound un-
paid servants, escorted to the sperm donor’s
labs once a week, to keep the frozen coffers
stocked up for future females to draw on. 

I truly am confused with it all. Some (not
all!) want to dress and look sexy and attrac-
tive, but don’t want male reaction because
they consider it sexist (no wolf whistles
please.) They will NEVER forgive the creator
for making them the only gender that can give
birth (believe me they’re working on that!). 

They consider a pat on the bum sexual ha-
rassment, but still reckon squeezing a man’s
behind a bit of harmless fun. A man can be
ruled by an overbearing woman, but reverse it
and the man is described as a monster. We are
now being deluged with ‘personally moulded’
tampons, intimate hair shavers and vaginal lu-
bricants on TV, and the genital removers are
gathering to operate on any man who has pub-

licly uttered any vaguely sexist remark over
the last half century. Well, to my mind, one
thing becoming painfully clear, is that it is not
in fact equality the libbers ultimately seek, but
female domination. These women want to rule
the roost (and woe betide any woman who

doesn’t think as the feminists do!). SKY news
is a glaring example. Under Eammon Holmes
it was considered a bit male chauvinist. Since
his departure the producers have utterly capit-
ulated and, with a new female anchor, have
now managed to turn it into a newsy version

of ‘Loose Women.’
Let’s be perfectly clear. Equality is when

both sexes have the same rights, not power. As
a true adorer of the female gender, can’t we
just be sexy ladies and lusty males again?
Come on girls, although I’m 100 per cent with
you on equal pay, you’re allowing the so-
called feminists take all the fun away. Promise
I won’t pinch your bum if you don’t pinch
mine. Awright?  

As I’ve got all the housework to do, I’ll just
finish up with a final observation on the Wein-
stein affair. Among the droves of complainers
that are emerging from the woodwork, actress
(not actor you notice!) Ashley Judd’s story
caught my eye. The 49-year-old apparently
avoided the mogul’s advances by promising to
sleep with him when she won an Oscar for
one of his films. It did remind me of the story
attributed, among others, to George Bernard
Shaw.  The lady in question, when offered a
paltry sum for sex, huffily retorted: “Five
pounds? Just what do you think I am?”

“I think we’ve already established that,”
replied the great man. “I believe we’re merely
haggling over the price!”

Keep the faith,

Love Leapy   leapylee2002@gmail.com

LEAPY LEE SAYS IT

OTHERS THINK IT

I am now truly confused with it all!

columnists@euroweeklynews.com

WOMEN’S LIB: Have things gone too far?



FOUR years ago, Teresa Hallas decided to
move to Spain to make a fresh start and both
she and the residents of Vera are delighted that
she did.

Having worked in the catering industry in the
UK over the years, a chance conversation struck
a chord with her and she decided to take over
the Bar La Reva in Vera Playa as her first ever
venture as a bar owner.

Initially, she envisaged running a sports bar
but realised quite quickly that this wasn’t what
she or the area wanted and now has a very suc-
cessful business which she describes as a re-
laxed bistro bar which offers a wide range of
freshly cooked food.

Recognising that there are people who have
special dietary needs, she and her team of four
dedicated staff have introduced a range of
gluten free and vegetarian friendly foods along-
side two meat favourites.

Teresa tries to offer a range of specials and
one of those which customers seem to adore is a
Steak and Ale pie which she makes herself and
serves with salad and potatoes.

Having installed a professional rotisserie, Bar
La Reva is also offering a special of a whole
chicken with chips, salad, chef’s coleslaw and a
bottle of wine to share between two at a very
reasonable price.

Whilst many of the regular customers at the
bar are expatriates, it doesn’t mean they are only
interested in British style food and there is a reg-
ular choice of Spanish cuisine, including paellas
and fresh fried fish and for those with a small

appetite, raciones are available on request.
The latest innovation for the winter is the in-

troduction of a carvery, with a choice of three
meats, fresh vegetables, cauliflower cheese,
Yorkshire pudding and mini sausages, all for the
low price of €8.50.

The carvery will run every Sunday between
12.30pm to 4pm starting from Sunday Novem-
ber 12 and reservations are strongly recom-
mended by calling 618 541 115.

For the winter months, the Bar
La Reva will be open every Friday and Satur-
day from 6pm for drinks as well as food with
the added bonus that there is live music every
Saturday night and a wide choice of different
foods including a delicious meat feast for two.

There is a great atmosphere at the bar with a
combination of local residents and regularly re-
turning holidaymakers, so a visit to this value
for money bistro bar is certainly recommended.
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Advertorial

Bar La Reva, a popular
Bistro Bar in Vera Playa

NEXT month sees the re-
turn of Benidorm’s talent-
ed and popular tributes,
the Jersey Boys and Bee
Gees, to the Hostal Rural
at Turre.

Following a previous
sel l  out  show last  year,
the Helping Hands chari-
ty have bowed to numer-
ous requests for the boys
to return, and their return
appearance is now sched-

uled for November 4. An-
other scheduled show for
the charity, at Mazarron
on November 11 is now

completely sold out.
For those with an ap-

petite, a pre-show buffet
is also available at €10.
Tickets for  ei ther show
only, or show and buffet
can be purchased at
Hostal Rural now. 

For those not local to
the area, further informa-
tion and tickets can be re-
served by calling Linda
on 634 456 701.

Benidorm tributes
return to Turre!

HELPING HANDS: Providing entertainment for charity. 

We see the
return of

Benidorm’s
most popular

tributes. 

BAR LA REVA: For a great atmosphere, visit this value for money bistro bar.
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Insurance policies everyone
should have
PROTECTING your most important assets
is an important step in creating a strong per-
sonal financial plan. The right insurance
policies will go a long way toward helping
you safeguard your earning power and your
possessions. 

We’ll show you the policies that you
shouldn’t do without. 

Health Insurance - The soaring cost of
medical care is reason enough to make
health insurance a necessity. Even a simple
visit to the family doctor can result in a hefty
bill. Although the cost of insurance can be a
financial burden, the potential cost of not
having cover, is much higher. 

Home Insurance - Replacing your home
is an expensive proposition. When shopping
for a policy, look for one that covers replace-
ment of the structure and contents. Keep in

mind that the cost of rebuilding does-
n’t need to include the cost of the
land, since you already own it.
Also, be sure that the policy
covers the cost of any liability
for injuries that might occur
on your property. 

Car Insurance - This is
something you shouldn’t
skip. If you are involved
in an accident and some-
one is injured or their
property is damaged, you
could be subject to a law-
suit that could possibly
cost you everything you
own. 

IMPORTANT: Safeguard your possessions.







BRADLEY WALSH, who has
been a fan of Doctor Who for 50
years,  has been confirmed as
Jodie Whittaker’s companion in
the new series.

The actor, game show host and
comedian briefly appeared in a
spin-off of the sci-fi  show. He
made a guest appearance as a vil-
lain in the Sarah Jane Adventures
in 2008. Whittaker,  who takes
over from Peter Capaldi, will be
the 13th Time Lord, and Walsh
had been tipped to be the sidekick
to the show’s first female lead.

Walsh, 57, who has starred in
Coronation Street and Law & Or-
der: UK as well as presenting The
Chase, said: “I remember watch-
ing William Hartnell as the first

Doctor. Black and white made it
very scary for a youngster like
myself. I was petrified, but even
though I’d watch most of it from
behind the sofa through my fin-

gers,  I  became a fan,” Walsh
added. “Am I thrilled to be part of
this whole groundbreaking new
dawn for the Doctor? Oh yes!”
But Walsh isn’t the only actor re-

vealed as a companion to the
Doctor. Rising stars Mandip Gill
and Tosin Cole will swap their
roles in Hollyoaks for the inside
of the Tardis. Cole joined the Hol-

lyoaks cast in 2011 as Neil Coop-
er and also appeared in spin-off
Hollyoaks Later, but is “grateful
and excited to be part of this jour-
ney with the team. I’m looking
forward to jumping in this Doctor
Who universe,” he said. The BBC
confirmed the series will have a
10-week run in autumn 2018.

If you would like me to answer
any questions you may have on
satellite TV or to expand on any-
thing I have written about please
call me on 678 332 815 or email
richard@europa-digital.com.

I look forward to your comments
and questions.  Don’t forget to lis-
ten to my radio show every week-
day from 10am on Spectrum 96.1
& 106.8FM, now covering almost
3,000sq kms of Costa Almeria and
Calida or listen online at
costaalmeria.spectrumfm.net for
the latest news and views from the
world of satellite television.
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Dishing the Dirt

NEW COMPANION: Former game show host Bradley Walsh (left) and Jodie Whittaker, the new Doctor Who.

Bradley Walsh ‘thrilled’ as confirmed
he’s to be new Doctor Who companion
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NOVEMBER

3
NOVEMBER

4
NOVEMBER

5
OCTOBER

6
NOVEMBER

7
NOVEMBER

8
NOVEMBER

6:15pm Pointless
7:00pm BBC News at Six
7:30pm BBC London News
8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm EastEnders
9:00pm Harry Styles at the BBC
10:00pm The Ganges with Sue Perkins
11:00pm BBC News at Ten
11:30pm BBC London News
11:45pm Question Time
12:45am This Week

7:30pm BBC London News
8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm Sounds Like Friday Night
9:00pm EastEnders
9:30pm Porridge
10:00pm Have I Got News for You
10:30pm Tracey Breaks the News
11:00pm BBC News at Ten
11:25pm BBC London News
11:35pm The Graham Norton Show
12:25am Josh

6:15pm Flog It!
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Strictly - It Takes Two
8:00pm The Super-Rich and Us
9:00pm The Big Family Cooking 

Showdown
10:00pm Exodus: Our Journey 

Continues
11:00pm Match of the Day
11:30pm Newsnight
12:15am Louis Theroux

8:30pm Fast Food
9:00pm Emmerdale
9:30pm Paul O'Grady: For The Love of 

Dogs
10:00pm Ross Kemp Behind Bars - 

Inside Barlinnie
11:00pm ITV News at Ten and Weather
11:30pm ITV News London
11:40pm After the News
12:15am UEFA Europa League 

Highlights
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FRIDAY

THURSDAY

3:45pm Family Finders
4:15pm The Railway: Keeping Britain 

on Track
5:15pm Back in Time for Dinner
6:15pm Flog It!
7:00pm Strictly - It Takes Two
8:00pm Mastermind
8:30pm Match of the Day Live
11:00pm QI
11:30pm Newsnight
12:05am Snowfall

7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
8:30pm Unreported World
8:55pm Stand Up To Cancer
9:00pm Food Unwrapped
9:30pm Travel Man
10:00pm Gogglebox
11:00pm The Last Leg
12:05am First Dates
1:10am The Pyramid

6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News Tonight
8:00pm The Gadget Show
9:00pm The World's Greatest Bridges
10:00pm Eight Days That Made Rome: 

The Spartacus Revolt
11:00pm Shrunken Heads of the 

Amazon
12:05am Jack the Ripper: The Missing 

Evidence

9:30am Good Morning Sports 
Fans

10:00am Live European Tour Golf
3:00pm Live ATP Masters 1000 - 

Paris
6:00pm SKY Sports News
7:00pm SKY Sports News
8:00pm Football
11:15pm Live PGA Tour Golf
1:30am Premier League Match 

Pack

8:30pm Coronation Street
9:00pm Australian Wilderness with 

Ray Mears
9:30pm Coronation Street
10:00pm Bear's Mission with Rob 

Brydon
11:00pm ITV News at Ten and Weather
11:30pm ITV News London
11:40pm After the News
12:15am Tonight at the London 

Palladium

6:40pm BBC News
6:50pm Regional News
6:55pm Weather
7:00pm Pointless
7:50pm Strictly Come Dancing
9:20pm Casualty
10:10pm Gunpowder
11:10pm BBC News
11:25pm Weather
11:30pm Match of the Day
12:50am The NFL Show

SATURDAY
7:00pm The Big Family Cooking 

Showdown
8:00pm Britain Afloat
8:30pm Front Row
9:00pm Grand Tours of the Scottish 

Islands
9:30pm Dad's Army
10:00pm Josh Widdicombe
11:00pm QI XL
11:45pm Later... with Jools Holland
12:50am Red Tails

2:25pm Come Dine with Me
2:55pm Come Dine with Me
3:25pm A Place in the Sun
4:30pm A Place in the Sun
5:30pm Best Laid Plans
6:30pm Location, Location, Location
7:30pm Channel 4 News
8:00pm Volatile Earth
9:00pm Pearl Harbour
10:00pm The Other Woman
12:10am Unknown

12:45pm 12 Gifts of Christmas
2:25pm Christmas Card
4:10pm Christmas in the City
6:00pm A Mission for Christmas (Inc 

News Update at 18:00)
7:45pm Rio Lobo
9:55pm 5 News
10:00pm Football on 5
11:00pm NCIS: New Orleans
11:55pm NCIS: New Orleans
12:50am Lip Sync Battle

7:00am SKY Sports News
8:00am Live Chinese Super 

League
10:00am Live European Tour Golf
12:30pm Football
3:55pm Rugby Union
6:15pm Football
8:40pm Live Fight Night 

International
12:00am Fight Night 

4:30pm Thunderbirds are Go
4:55pm Father of the Bride
7:00pm Paul O'Grady: For The Love of 

Dogs
7:25pm Local News and Weather
7:35pm ITV News and Weather
7:50pm You've Been Framed!
8:15pm Ninja Warrior UK
9:20pm The X Factor
11:05pm The Jonathan Ross Show
12:10am ITV News and Weather

7:00pm Panorama
7:30pm Countryfile Autumn Special
8:15pm Strictly Come Dancing
9:00pm Blue Planet II
10:00pm The Last Post
11:00pm BBC News
11:20pm Regional News
11:25pm Weather
11:30pm Match of the Day 2
12:45am Ronny Chieng: International 

Student

SUNDAY
3:00pm Wild Brazil
4:00pm Flog It!
5:00pm Rugby League World Cup 

Highlights
6:30pm Match of the Day: FA Cup 

Highlights
8:00pm Top Gear
9:00pm Robot Wars
10:00pm Louis Theroux
11:35pm Snowfall
12:20am The Ring

3:30pm The Simpsons
4:00pm The Simpsons
4:30pm The Great British Bake Off: 

The Final
5:45pm Channel 4 News
6:15pm Paddington
8:00pm Escape
9:00pm Great Canal Journeys
10:00pm Big Ben
11:35pm Gogglebox
12:35am The Railway Man

4:05pm Let it Snow
5:55pm 5 News
6:00pm Grease
8:15pm Grease: Before and After They 

Were Stars
9:15pm Rugby on 5: Anglo Welsh Cup

Highlights
10:00pm The Grease Story
11:30pm Most Shocking Moments in 

Pop
2:15am Super Casino

7:00am SKY Sports News
8:00am Total Goals
9:00am Total Goals
9:30am Live European Tour Golf
1:00pm Football
2:15pm Live Nissan Super Sunday
5:15pm Live Nissan Super Sunday
8:00pm Live NFL: Game
10:00pm Live NFL: Sunday Game
2:00am Live NFL: Oakland @ 

Miami

3:50pm Catchphrase
4:35pm Ball and Boe: Back Together
5:35pm A Very Royal Wedding
6:50pm Local News and Weather
7:00pm ITV News and Weather
7:10pm The Chase
8:05pm The X Factor
10:00pm Sheridan
11:00pm ITV News and Weather
11:20pm Peston on Sunday
12:15am Caught on Camera

8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm Inside Out
9:00pm EastEnders
9:30pm Would I Lie to You?
10:00pm Panorama
11:00pm BBC News
11:30pm Regional News
11:40pm Weather
11:45pm Have I Got a Bit More News 

for You
12:30am The Graham Norton Show

MONDAY
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Strictly it Takes Two
8:00pm Match of the Day
8:30pm Coastal Path
9:00pm University Challenge
9:30pm Nigella at My Table
10:00pm Elizabeth I's Secret Agents
11:00pm Live at the Apollo
11:30pm Newsnight
12:10am Weather

6:00pm Four in a Bed
6:30pm Steph and Dom's One Star to 

Five Star
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm Dispatches
9:30pm Tricks of the Restaurant Trade
10:00pm 999: What's Your Emergency?
11:00pm First Dates
12:05am Celebrity Hunted

6:00pm 5 News
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News
8:00pm Car Crash TV
9:00pm All New Traffic Cops
10:00pm Chris Tarrant: Extreme Railway

Journeys
11:00pm The Last Days of Steve 

Mcqueen
12:05am The One

3:00pm SKY Sports News
4:00pm SKY Sports News
5:00pm SKY Sports News
6:00pm SKY Sports News
7:00pm SKY Sports News
8:00pm Sky Sports Tonight
8:30pm La Liga Greatest Games
8:40pm Football
10:45pm My Icon
11:00pm Sky Sports News at Ten
12:00am SKY Sports News

7:00pm Local News and Weather
7:30pm ITV Evening News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Coronation Street
9:00pm The Harbour
9:30pm Coronation Street
10:00pm Truly, Madly, Deeply
11:00pm ITV News at Ten and Weather
11:40pm Ross Kemp Behind Bars: 

Inside Barlinnie
12:40am The Jonathan Ross Show

7:00pm BBC News
7:30pm Regional News
8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm EastEnders
9:00pm Holby City
10:00pm The A Word
11:00pm BBC News
11:30pm Regional News
11:40pm Weather
11:45pm Hotel for Refugees
12:25am Generation Screwed?

TUESDAY
5:15pm Hebrides: Islands on the Edge
6:15pm Put Your Money Where Your 

Mouth Is
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Strictly it Takes Two
8:00pm Copacabana Palace
9:00pm MasterChef: The Professionals
10:00pm Rick Stein's Road to Mexico
11:00pm Motherland
11:30pm Newsnight
12:10am Weather

5:00pm Coast v Country
6:00pm Four in a Bed
6:30pm Steph and Dom's One Star to 

Five Star
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm The Secret Life of 4 Year Olds
10:00pm Grand Designs
11:00pm Mosul
12:05am How to Get a Council House

6:00pm 5 News
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News
8:00pm Yorkshire: A Year in the Wild
9:00pm The Yorkshire Vet
10:00pm Ben Fogle: New Lives in the 

Wild
11:00pm Most Shocking Reality 

Moments
1:55am Super Casino

11:00am Premier League Daily
12:30pm Sportswomen
1:00pm SKY Sports News
2:00pm SKY Sports News
2:30pm Cricket
6:00pm SKY Sports News
7:00pm SKY Sports News
7:30pm Live Next Gen Tennis 

Finals
11:30pm Sky Sports News at Ten
12:00am SKY Sports News

5:00pm Tipping Point
6:00pm The Chase
7:00pm Local News and Weather
7:30pm ITV Evening News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Countrywise
9:00pm The Daily Mirror Pride of 

Britain Awards 2017
11:00pm ITV News at Ten and Weather
11:45pm On Assignment
12:20am Lethal Weapon

5:30pm Flog It!
6:15pm Pointless
7:00pm BBC News
7:30pm Regional News
8:00pm The One Show
9:00pm DIY SOS
10:00pm The Apprentice
11:00pm BBC News
11:30pm Regional News
11:40pm Weather
11:45pm A Question of Sport
12:15am Junior Doctors

WEDNESDAY
5:15pm Hebrides: Islands on the Edge
6:15pm Put Your Money Where Your 

Mouth Is
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Strictly it Takes Two
8:00pm Meet the Lords
9:00pm MasterChef: The Professionals
10:00pm BIG LIFE FIX
11:00pm The Apprentice: You're Fired!
11:30pm Newsnight
12:10am Weather
12:15am Louis Theroux

5:00pm Coast v Country
6:00pm Four in a Bed
6:30pm Steph and Dom's One Star to 

Five Star
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm The Supervet
10:00pm The Truth About Slim People
11:00pm Man Down
11:35pm Homecoming
12:35am Gogglebox

4:15pm The Christmas Note
6:00pm 5 News
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News
8:00pm Traffic Cops
9:00pm GPs: Behind Closed Doors
10:00pm Big Family Values: More Kids 

Than Cash
11:00pm Shannon Matthews: The 

Mother's Story
12:05am When Kids Kill: Catfish Killer

11:00am Premier League Daily
12:00pm Sky Sports Daily
1:00pm SKY Sports News
2:00pm Live Next Gen Tennis 

Finals
6:00pm SKY Sports News
7:00pm SKY Sports News
7:30pm Live Next Gen Tennis 

Finals
11:30pm Sky Sports News at Ten
12:00am SKY Sports News
1:00am SKY Sports News

7:00pm Local News and Weather
7:30pm ITV Evening News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Coronation Street
9:00pm Gino's Italian Coastal Escape
9:30pm Coronation Street
10:00pm Doc Martin
11:00pm ITV News at Ten and Weather
11:45pm Bear's Mission with Rob 

Brydon
12:45am Road Rage Britain: Caught on

Camera

9:00am Good Morning Sports 
Fans

9:30am Good Morning Sports 
Fans

10:00am Live European Tour Golf
3:00pm Live ATP Masters 1000 - 

Paris
10:30pm Live PGA Tour Golf
1:30am Live NFL: Buffalo @ NY 

Jets
4:45am NFL Masterclass

4:15pm The Christmas Heart
6:00pm 5 News at 5
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News Tonight
8:00pm All New Traffic Cops
9:00pm Bargain Loving Brits in 

Blackpool
10:00pm Rich House, Poor House
11:00pm Bad Habits, Holy Orders
12:05am Borderline

7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
8:55pm Stand Up To Cancer
9:00pm The Supervet
10:00pm First Dates
11:00pm The Great British Bake Off: An

Extra Slice
11:50pm A Summer to Save My Life
12:55am Gogglebox
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STRICTLY COME DANCING
(BBC1, Saturday & Sunday) contin-
ues to delight with glitz and sparkle
even though I wasn’t sure that with-
out Sir Bruce and Seven-loving Len it
would remain as a weekend favourite.

But it most certainly is. 
Twitter-using fans of the show will

have seen a flood of comments about
the camera angles over recent weeks
and I agree. 

Clearly someone has a new box of
tricks and wants to throw them all at
the dancers, with cameras spinning
around the dance floor, way too many
overhead shots and on one occasion a
lens so close to the dancing couple
there was a real danger of a collision.

All that glitter and hair product to
clean up, and that’s just from a slight

brush against Bruno! 
Maybe Len needs to return and sort

it all out, as only he can?
A show that on paper shouldn’t

work, but on the screen really does, is
James and Jupp (BBC2 Wales, Sun-
day). 

Maybe a touch of Miss Marple is
needed to find this given the channel,
but if you want a blast of stunning
countryside and two-blokes-in-a car-
humour, seek it out. 

The format is simple: comedians
Elis James and Miles Jupp take a

car trip around

Wales, and while it isn’t  Top Gear or
the sort of comedy normally familiar
from these two, the banter is genuine
and the trip on the A470 connecting
south and north Wales is spectacular. 

Meanwhile I am getting increasing-
ly worried by some content panellists
on Loose Women (ITV, weekdays) are
being given to work with. 

As daytime telly, viewers expect
mixed topics to be discussed from
hard hitting to trivial.

But a recent item asked if viewers
suffered ‘avocado anxi-
ety,’ a term used

following re-

search that revealed a fear among one
in three millennials when their avoca-
dos aren’t ripe. 

This may be about the right level
for lovely Stacey Solomon and lets
face it Linda Robson will read any-
thing from autocue, but the likes of
Janet Street-Porter and Ruth Langford
as serious commentators surely de-
serve something better.

The latest written-by and starring
Jack Whitehall offering Bounty
Hunters (SKY1, Wednesday) pairs
Jack with Rosie Perez, while Robert

Lindsay and

Charity Wakefield are thrown in for
good measure. 

As Jack has written this one I am
unsure why he has cast himself as a
middle class fool; maybe just to rein-
force his one-trick pony CV? 

His character, Barnaby - why give
him such a name Jack? - is trying to
save the failing family antiques busi-
ness and gets involved with looted
treasures from the East. 

It is unclear how this will play out,
but Rosie is gorgeous and Jack looks
good with spectacles and trimmed
beard, so I’m sticking with it. 

Finally, The Crown (Netflix) starts a
second season on December 8. With
the story known inside out, based on
season one there will be little if any-
thing new. 

Even so the date is already in my
viewing diary.  

Critique:  AWL, Casares, Costa
del Sol  

TV Couch  
Critic Strictly camera angles 

plus unripe avocados

GLITTERING: The Strictly Come Dancing 2017 lineup.
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THERESA MAY ‘begged for help’ and
seemed ‘tired’ and ‘politically weak’ at the
recent EU summit according to leaks re-
portedly by the EU side to further weaken
the PM. 

Regardless of the truth of these leaks,
it’s clear the UK needs to rapidly progress
the negotiations before relationships dete-
riorate any further. Both sides are jockey-
ing for position. The EU wants as much
money as possible to offset the effect of
the UK’s departure. The UK wants to
minimise the amount it pays AND have a
trade deal with the EU. 

Unquestionably, the EU under both
Merkel and Juncker has proved inflexible
and unaccommodating. Merkel gave carte
blanche to migration into the EU when the
so-called Dublin Regulation was suspend-
ed, turning a steady flow of migration into
a flood. Eastern member states have ob-
jected to EU quotas for migrants and been
taken to the ECJ in their quest for border
controls. 

Merkel has proved inflexible regarding
making the EU more adaptive to the needs
of its members, with David Cameron hu-
miliated in his attempts to achieve some
reform of the freedom of movement rules
prior to the UK referendum.

In short, it’s well past time for countries
in the EU other than the UK to say

“enough is enough!” Cracks are appearing
- even the Danish finance minister recent-
ly stated that the EU’s wrangling over
Brexit is “a game” and flexibility is re-
quired.

Thankfully, the EU is now showing a
hint of flexibility, the ‘sequencing’ of talks
having proved a major barrier to progress.
All UK political parties should also be
getting behind the government as it clear-
ly has a very difficult job ahead. Labour in
particular (yes, I’m looking at you, Mr
‘Groundhog Day’ Corbyn!) needs to stop
all the political point-scoring.

Finally, talk of the billions of pounds
‘owed’ the EU is enough to drive us all
crazy. Which reminds me of an old joke.
Doctor: “Nurse, how is that little boy do-
ing, the one who accidentally swallowed
those old £1 coins?” Nurse: “No change
yet.”

Nora Johnson’s psychological crime
thrillers ‘The Girl in the Red Dress,’ ‘No
Way Back,’ ‘Landscape of Lies,’ ‘Retri-
bution,’ ‘Soul Stealer,’ ‘The De Cleram-
bault Code’ (www.nora-johnson.net)
available from Amazon in paperback/
eBook (€0.99; £0.99) and iBookstore.
All profits to Costa del Sol Cudeca can-
cer charity.   
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YOU know what really gets me? Unnecessary voicemail mes-
sages. I do understand the need for important voicemails, but I
am talking about the ones that go something like: “Oh hi, it’s
only me. Just wanted to chat, give me a call back, okay bye.” 

Now, there are a few things about this one, pointless, unnec-
essary, time-wasting message that wind me up. 

Firstly, “It’s only me.” I know exactly who it was great
granddad, the voicemail person has already told me the num-
ber in the slowest imaginable way and more importantly WE
HAVE CALLER ID NOW, I know who called, when. 

Secondly, “just wanted to chat.” Of course, my mistake, I
only didn’t pick up Auntie Mabel because you usually call for
your annual insurance quote. Thank you for clarifying though,
I’ll call you straight back.

Finally, “give me a call back.” I don’t know if this is just
me, but whenever I do call back straight away, why is it that
no-one ever picks up? Surely you must be near your phone, is
this revenge for me missing your call? 

The worst part though is that all those messages add-up and
when you actually need a voicemail, you have to wade
through hours of messages, what feels like years of your life,
listening to them all just in case they were important but
knowing you’ve ALREADY called back.

Save us both time and just hang up, I’ll call back.

Readers interested in submitting articles for this guest column should send 
articles of around 250 words on topics felt to be of interest to the cosmopolitan

EWN readership to editorial@euroweeklynews.com. 

THURSDAY THOUGHTS
By Tobias Entwissle, Nerja

Nora Johnson
Breaking Views
Nora is the author of popular psychological sus-
pense and crime thrillers and a freelance journalist. 
To comment on any of the issues raised in her col-
umn, go to www.euroweeklynews.com/3.0.15/no-
ra-johnson

columnists@euroweeklynews.com

columnists@euroweeklynews.com

For Theresa May ‘important progress’ was made at the
recent EU summit. For Corbyn it was ‘Groundhog Day’

DOUBLE TROUBLE: Juncker and
Merkel.

Comedy call - just
hang up
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KAREN’S parents came to visit after
we were here a year. I am sure it was
suspicions and nothing else. But, the
ruse was they had won a free trip to
Malaga. I tricked them immediately
by  not returning with them to Mo-
jacar, but allowing Karen to drive
them back. I was too close to Sevilla
to not take in a corrida or two.

Their son Steve harboured a secret
ambition to become a bullfighter al-
though he had never seen one. So, off
we roared down the road leaving
Karen the opportunity to drive back
to Mojacar with her parents on the
most winding road in Spain. Appar-
ently her father whimpered most as
he suffered from acute vertigo and
the narrow roads with precarious
drops didn’t do well with his libido. 

In the end we all united back in
Mojacar and went out for a special
reunion meal. But a strange thing

happened. When asked what we
wanted to drink Karen’s father piped
up and ordered a Manhattan cocktail. 

Logical, if you’re in the states but
in Spain, even in Madrid they hadn’t
heard of it. This then is the subject of
today’s lesson in learning. When in a
foreign country everything around

you is different, especially the social
customs and the laws. Tap in and ad-
just. What we all thought we knew
had to be adjusted and severely modi-
fied. 

Spain has never ceased to amaze
me over the years how they arrive at
solving problems going about the

procedure in an entirely different
course of action than suspected. It’s
been a large confusing pill to swal-
low, especially since I presumed I
knew it all, how the world should
turn and evolve. I grew up watching
another system work and produce re-
sults but Spain had a different angle

on everything. A nonsensical manner
that seemed almost foolish in its ap-
plication. I serve up another example.

In my first year of being here a
wealthy woman visited my brother
Paul and had some rings stolen. Two
Guardia Civil were posted outside his
gate and everyone coming and going
had to sign in and out. Their faces
were studied, how they signed was
scrutinised. That went on for just
three days. Then more guards were
posted outside the cleaners’ houses
and signing in and out was essential.

By the end of four more days the
culprits pleaded to be arrested.  Noth-
ing heavy handed or pushy, just the
opposite and it worked.

In the bars you can often hear the
constant whining; this isn’t right, that
isn’t justice and in most instances I
agree, but I am also willing to sit
back and see where it all goes. Justice
knows no time limits in Spain. Com-
plicated problems often take genera-
tions to solve as tempers need to be
soothed, and both sides must not be
associated with losing. After all, more
fiestas are yet to be shared. 

Ric Polansky moved to Mojacar in 1969 as a pioneer
developer. He reads extensively and has travelled in South
America panning gold and looking for El Dorado.

Ric Polansky

Life’s lessons begin in a new country!

SPANISH CULTURE: ‘Tap in and adjust.’
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ASTROLOGY: ignite your passions
Sun in Scorpio : This month the sun is influ-

enced by the watery symbol of Scorpio. This
sign brings the opportunity to get to the truth of
the matter, whether concerning relationship is-
sues, health problems or career direction. What
makes your heart sing? Is there something you
love to do (or someone you love to be with?)
but need a little courage to follow your heart? 

This is the month to follow your dreams and
explore your own hidden depths to find out
what really makes you tick. You may also help
others to do the same, so take time to listen to
friends and family this month, who may be
looking for some guidance and reassurance.

Get in tune with the moon : The full moon on
November 3 is in the earthy sign of Taurus.
This is an excellent time to become clear about
your vision for the new year. Whilst heading to-
wards winter, when there is less light in the sky,
you will be able to hear your inner voice more
clearly. So take time out for yourself to walk,

write or meditate to help you become aware of
your inner yearnings. 

Putting together a collection of photos and
words to represent your vision would be helpful
at this time. This will give you something to
look at as the year progresses. The new moon
on November 18 is in the sign of Scorpio.
Spend time with inspiring friends on this day
and see what insights come to you. Then begin
to take action to bring your desires to fruition,
so that by the time spring arrives next year your
plans are well under way.

Numerology: master your destiny
Number 11 : This is the number of the in-

spired healer and creative artist. It is an intuitive
and instinctual number, dynamic and focused at
its best, indecisive and alone when fearful. Con-
sider where you are following your intuition,
and whether you are making the most of your
natural talents at this time. Is your energy buoy-
ant or are you in need of a rest? Do you feel de-
cisive about your future direction, or is it a little
unclear? There may be a few tests thrown in
this month, but don’t despair. Everything hap-
pens for a reason. So embrace any difficulties
you face this month with strength and confi-
dence. Use your inner knowing to navigate
through any challenges you may face. 

The Tarot:
e m b r a c e
change

In the Tarot
Deck, the 11th
card in the pic-
ture deck is the
card of Justice.
This card deals with
the idea of karma, and
the law of cause and ef-
fect, stating that all events,
and all people are connected.
This card also indicates that it is per-
haps time to make an important decision.
Will you continue your life as it is, or will you
take real action to change?

This card indicates that now is the time to
gain true satisfaction and you must evaluate
your outer life using your inner wisdom. In or-
der to assess your life you must be truly honest
for this is an act of deep self love. Know that
now is the time to begin creating the life you
truly desire.

Your Personalised Forecast
Receive your own personalised Astrology,

Numerology and Tarot Forecast for the year
ahead. Forecasts cost £50 for a one-hour ses-
sion either via Skype, FaceTime or email.

Email at sally.trotman@btinternet.com or
visit www.sallytrotman.com to book in. 

Sally Trotman
www.sallytrotman.com

Sally Trotman is a qualified Counsellor who works with
Astrology, Numerology and the Tarot.  Each month she will
deliver the forecast as an intuitive tool to aid increased self
awareness.  

Follow your dreams
SCORPIO: Get to the

truth of the matter.





Each number in the Code Breaker grid represents a different letter of the alphabet. In this
week’s puzzle, 10 represents X and 21 represents K, so fill in X every time the figure 10

appears and K every time the figure 21 appears. Now, using your knowledge of the English
language, work out which letters should go in the missing squares. As you discover the
letters, fill in other squares with the same number in the main grid and the control grid.

The clues are mixed, some clues are
in Spanish and some are in English.English - Spanish

Code Breaker

Quick

Across
1 Remolacha (8)
6 Swedish (f) (5)
8 Hielo (3)
9 Something (4)

11 Air (4)
13 Tintas (para escribir) (4)
14 To pray (say prayers) (4)

16 Grifo (de agua) (3)
17 Nail (metal) (5)
19 Season (period of the year) (8)

Down
1 Enough (8)
2 Ojo (3)
3 Royal (4)

4 Cebolla (5)
5 Cucharilla (8)
7 To fall (4)
10 Chica (4)
12 Cuerdas (gruesas) (5)
15 Minutes (of a meeting) (4)
18 There (near you) (3)

Cryptic

5 US truck driver meets art work (8)
6 Take off nasty scab on poor Don (7)
7 Biblical refugee, American flower

(5)
12 Not a sign of legal representatives
(8)
14 Place of refuge lets her wander (7)

16 Quick replies for lab equipment (7)
17 Nothing found in reconditioned
iMacs but a coloured pattern (6)
18 Dispute about right to get fish (5)
20 An incus is part of a Roman villa
(5)
21 It’s a positive sign, as well (4)

Across
7 Exclusive right (11)
8 Fisherman (6)
9 Full supply (6)

10 Made afraid (6)
12 Real (6)
13 Firearm (3)
14 Dissimilar (6)
16 Public building for gambling and entertainment (6)
18 Capital of Austria (6)
20 Drink made of beer and lemonade (6)
22 Wife or widow of a marquis (11)

Down
1 Not shut (4)
2 Hawker (6)
3 Slang term for jail sentence (8)
4 Stinging insect (4)
5 Turn aside (6)
6 Hold back (8)

11 Establishes or strengthens as with new
evidence or facts (8)

12 Forebear (8)
15 Disregard (6)
17 Apportions (6)
19 Feel physical pain (4)
21 Twilight (4)

Across
1 Chopper about to take off with

revolutionary leader (7)
5 Follow the path (5)
8 It concerns Adam’s wife and the

bailiff (5)
9 Unconventional start in

passage (7)
10 Occurrence in Monica Seles’s
day (4)
11 French boarding houses
appreciated by the retired (8)
13 Public school admitting us,
somewhere in London (6)
15 Sore when I wait on Her
Majesty (6)
18 Old cabinetmaker as throne
maker (8)
19 Temptation found in Cuba, Italy
and France (4)
22 Greek wine, some clarets in
Athens (7)
23 Nothing going right sweetheart
(5)
24 Wheel covers made from
pretty resilient stuff (5)
25 Keeps making chess move (7)

Down
1 Small boat from County Clare,

possibly (7)
2 Vessels taking sheep over river

(5)
3 See six points (4)
4 On the contrary, her art is

moving (6)
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Kakuro
How many English words of four letters or
more can you make from the nine letters in
our Nonagram puzzle? Each letter may be
used only once (unless the letter appears
twice). Each word MUST CONTAIN THE

CENTRE LETTER (in this case L) and there
must be AT LEAST ONE NINE LETTER

WORD. Plurals, vulgarities or proper nouns
are not allowed.

• Average: 7
• Good: 9

• Very good: 13
• Excellent: 17

TARGET: 

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTION

cent cere cert cite coin coir cone core corn cote icon nice once otic rice
torc cento citer conte crone eject erect nicer niece recon recti recto terce
tonic trice center centre citron coiner cornet cretin encore entice erotic
inject noetic notice recent recite reject tenrec tierce coterie ejector
enteric enticer rejoice ejection erection injector neoteric REJECTION 

Saturday October 28

IRISH LOTTO

Saturday October 28

LA PRIMITIVA

EL GORDO DE
LA PRIMITIVA
Sunday October 29

UK NATIONAL
LOTTERY

Saturday October 28

Friday October 27

Tuesday October 24

EURO MILLIONS

8 15 33

42
53

55 58

BONUS BALL

4

BONUS BALL

2 3 17

21
5

34 39

BONUS BALL

3 17 21

35 37 38

9 11 13

27

7

1033

BONUS BALL

9 11 21

51 54

3 16 23

32

1

439

BONUS BALL

18

5

BONUS BALL

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTION

Sudoku

Nonagram

LOTTERY

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTIONS

7 Carapace, 8 Seat, 9 Gentle,
10 Images, 11 Eager, 12 Relents,
15 Dentist, 17 Nasty, 20 Reveal,
22 Agates, 23 Kind, 24 Specimen. 

1 Lacerate, 2 Rattle, 3 Races,
4 Decided, 5 Escape, 6 Lame,
13 Tottered, 14 Useless,
16 Trendy, 18 Aramis, 19 Cater,
21 Enid. 

Down:

CRYPTIC
Across:

1 Last, 3 Official, 9 Burglar,
10 Enjoy, 11 Loses, 12 Salary,
14 Errors, 16 Prison, 19 Scrape,
21 Pupil, 24 Extra, 25 Statues,
26 Basement, 27 Lead. 

1 Labelled, 2 Sorts, 4 Forest,
5 Ideal, 6 Injures, 7 Lays, 8 Closer,
13 Enclosed, 15 Recites,
17 Repeal, 18 Reason, 20 Alarm,
22 Pause, 23 Verb. 

Down:

QUICK
Across:

2 Poison, 5 Ceja, 6 Perder, 7 Same, 8 Lid,
11 Envy, 13 Almond, 14 Odio, 15 Screws. 

1 Vela, 2 Papel, 3 Seda, 4 Norway,
7 Salads, 9 Dedos, 10 Amar, 12 Vein. 

Down:

Across:

CODE BREAKER 

ENGLISH-SPANISH

Your lot is to be optimistic and
positive. Perhaps in the last few
months there was the need to take on
the problems of others. However, you
absolutely must get a balance here.
Concentrate this week on getting your
body and mind in good shape. That
means being a little self-centred to
start with. A good routine is essential
and the will to stick with it.

Your very nature can lead to internal
struggles. In the coming months,
however, the truth becomes clear.
What is outside of your experience
now will become a part of your
make-up. Any fear that you had of
the unknown gradually diminishes.  

There has been a very strong
feeling through these last few
weeks. This feeling has been one
of spirituality. Your thoughts have
been deeper than usual and the
sense that there is more to life is
acute. This, therefore, gives an
impetus to everything that you do
this week. The need to progress
both on the home and business
front has rarely been stronger. 

In the last few weeks there may
have been a sense of being not
quite in control. That is something
to deal with this week. Real
progress will only be made when
you have faced what is not wanted.
You will rid yourself of any negative
emotions quickly by facing them. 

You are a great charmer but it is
possible to have too much of a good
thing. Is there the possibility that your
romantic life needs tidying up?
Perhaps the number of irons that you
have in the fire is causing problems?
This week, make it a priority to
simplify your life. Be strong and
straight with others. A clean slate for
the future means not letting small
matters run away with you.

The ever-inquisitive part of your brain
is in high spirits. Clearly there is much
to be known and enjoyed over the
coming months. Begin at the
beginning though. Before you throw
yourself into a spiritual or business
endeavour, get the facts. I don't mean
what people tell you they think. What
you need right now is proof that your
interest in a certain area is justified. 

Certainly there have been times
that you felt crestfallen.
Sometimes circumstances bring
us down.

Avoid believing in the myth of
‘what should have been’. What
you are is not what others see but
what you feel inside. 

The changes that have already
started in the way that you see
your life have given pause for
thought. You are sure that you
could have done better but
maybe it is not clear how.

Take a step back now and see
where you came from. Two years
ago where were you heading? Do
you still want to follow that path?
A need to get back on track can
start this week.

It becomes clear to you that
some friends are drifting away.
We all have to make changes as
life itself is a constantly shifting
event.

You prefer to hold on to what is
familiar and you are not alone in
that. At the moment, however,
there is much for you to
experience, see and feel.

With a lot of pent-up energy and
not a little determination the
month is off to a strong start with
you.

Be aware, however, that
treading on the toes of influential
people is not to be advised. Your
feeling that you are right is
admirable, but be tactful. 

You of all people understand the
importance of the spiritual side of
life.

Despite being successful in
your own right there is the need
to bring this to other people. In
sharing your experiences this
year you come to a better
understanding yourself. 

Your practical streak is in full
force.

Over the next months you will
bring much benefit to those
around you, in financial terms
perhaps, but also spiritually.

This week, in itself, shows you
how others value your presence
and advice. 

AQUARIUS
(January 21 - February 19)

PISCES
(February 20 - March 20)

ARIES
(March 21 - April 20)

TAURUS
(April 21 - May 21)

GEMINI
(May 22 - June 21)

CANCER
(June 22 - July 23)

LEO
(July 24 - August 23)

VIRGO
(August 24 - September 23)

LIBRA
(September 24 - October 23)

SCORPIO
(October 24 - November 22)

SAGITTARIUS
(November 23 - December 21)

CAPRICORN
(December 22 - January 20)

FOR NEXT 7 DAYS
YOUR STARS

Fill all the empty squares using the num-
bers 1 to 9, so that the sum of each hori-
zontal block equals the ‘clue’ on its left,

and the sum of each vertical block equals
the clue on its top. No number may be

used in the same block more than once.  

KAKURO

Fill the grid so that every row, every column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1-9.
There’s no maths involved. You solve the
puzzle with reasoning and logic.

OUT

‘ ON MY LEFT BREXIT AND EUROPE - ON MY RIGHT CATALAN
AND SPAIN - AND STILL THE SUN CONTINUES TO SHINE! ’
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WHY does everything have to be so diffi-
cult? I mean things start off simple then
everything goes downhill. I receive a UK
pension which, thanks to Brexit, dropped
by 20 per cent-ish just after the announce-
ment. So gawd knows what will happen
when the UK actually does leave the EU. 

Anyway, somebody told me that, as I’d
had my own business here in Spain and had
paid into their system, I may be entitled to
a small pension here too. Now, as you all
know, nothing here is going to go the way
you hope. You can’t just call an office, give
your social security number, and hope that
someone says ‘Oh yeah, we will sort that
for you.’ 

I had to make an appointment at my lo-
cal social security office and take a load of
completed and duplicated forms. You all
know the form filling procedures here so I
won’t bore you. That done I turn up for my
appointment and a very helpful young man
tells me yes I am entitled to a Spanish pen-
sion.  He explained that all they have to do

is write to the UK pension office to confirm
a couple of things and ‘Roberto es tu tio’
(Bob’s your uncle!). I’m told it will take a
couple of weeks or so. 

Well, a couple of weeks came and went
and we were well into the ‘or so’ territory
as I originally went in June and it’s now
November. On Tuesday I went back to the
Spanish social security office to see what
was going on. I hadn’t made an appoint-
ment so I had to wait for an hour and a half
for them to tell me that they hadn’t heard
back from the UK pension office.  

Next I phone the UK office and after
pressing 1 for this, 2 for that, 4 for some-
thing else, 5 for losing the will to live, I fi-
nally get through and tell them Spain is
waiting for a couple of bits of information.
They tell me they haven’t been sent yet be-
cause they are very busy! ‘Oh, I’m pleased
to hear that. I’d hate for you to be sitting
around twiddling your thumbs. 

But, do you not appreciate that some
people depend on their pensions to live and
waiting six months for two forms to be sent
back is not acceptable.’  I’m told they will
mark it urgent and get them sent as soon as
possible. Let’s see.

Email me: mikesenker@gmail.com.

Mike Senker
In my opinion
Views of a Grumpy Old Man

I’m pleased to hear that

columnists@euroweeklynews.com

AS they go about their duties patrolling the
roads of Spain, the Guardia Civil traffic police
have a whole range of tools in their arsenal to
both help those in need, and of course deal
with those drivers who break the law.

One piece of kit carried by all of the offi-
cers, often stored in the panniers of their mo-
torbikes, or inside the patrol cars, is their Per-
sonal Digital Assistant, or PDA. The device is
linked via Bluetooth to a thermal printer, and
so able to issue fines on the spot, and pools its
data with the central office of the DGT traffic
department.

The PDA can be used to check driver and
vehicle details, such as if you are actually qual-
ified to drive, if you’ve been banned, if you
own the vehicle you are driving, and details
about that vehicle and its insurance.

The whole process of checking the informa-

tion is almost instantaneous, but it can take a
lot longer if the information provided by the
driver is either inaccurate, or unknown.

One particular problem facing foreign dri-
vers is when they are not registered as resi-
dents in Spain, or have not transferred their li-
cence to a Spanish one.

For those who have, you are likely to be
sent on your way a lot quicker than those with
no registered details, as a single check of a dri-
ver’s NIE number links all of the relevant dri-
ver and vehicle details together, and so the of-
ficers can almost instantly find the information
they are looking to confirm.

However, when the information is not linked,
such as for drivers who haven’t swapped to a
Spanish licence, then the process takes a lot
longer to complete, and your journey is likely to
be increasingly delayed as a result.

After recent confusion over the legality of driving in Spain on a UK licence, the Directorate
General of Traffic has now clarified the full letter of the law concerning this complex matter.

For more news and articles visit www.n332.es or search N332 on Facebook.

I am a British resident in Spain. Do I need a Spanish driving licence by law?

If you are the holder
of a Group 1 licence

(AM, A1, A2, A, B and BE)
with a period of validity
greater than 15 years - and
this includes permanent li-
cences - or a Group 2 licence
(BTP, C1, C1E, C, CE D1,
D1E, D, DE) with a period of
validity greater than five
years, then you must ex-
change the licence for a
Spanish equivalent once you
have been resident in Spain
for two years.

If you are the holder of a

standard UK 10-year photo
licence you do NOT need to
exchange the licence for a
Spanish equivalent until it ex-
pires, although you CAN do
so voluntarily at any time.

However, if you are resi-
dent in Spain and your dri-
ving licence expires then you
MUST renew it for a Spanish
licence.

In a recent Legally Speak-
ing Column article in EWN
Issue 1683 some information
given by David Searl on this
topic led to social media

users publishing contradicto-
ry views, some of those addi-
tionally incorrect. 

Confusion over a long pe-
riod according to the Direc-
torate of Traffic has arisen
due to various translations in-
to English as to the law as
outlined in Spanish.

The EWN - as a responsi-
ble newspaper - in publishing
the above report, believes this
to be an accurate translation
and interpretation in English
of what the law states in
Spanish.

LEGALLY SPEAKING

WE answer some common driving questions, kindly provided by members of the Guardia
Civil based in Torrevieja, Costa Blanca, who set up the N332 website and Facebook page to
help break down barriers.

Checking your details
at the roadside

Do I need a Spanish driving licence?

PDA: An essential tool.
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Letters should be emailed to yoursay@euroweeklynews.com or make your
comments on our website: www.euroweeklynews.com 

Views expressed and opinions given are not necessarily those of the EWN publishers. 
No responsibility is accepted for accuracy of information, errors, omissions or statements. 

YOUR PAPER - YOUR VOICE - YOUR OPINION

SIR,
I have never written to a newspaper

before.
But after reading the liberal bury

your head in the sand - or somewhere
else where the sun does not shine - full
page (!) article entitled Children are
not the confused ones that appeared in
issue 1684 I am compelled to com-
ment.

So Anon (for it was written by an
anonymous person), you feel that any-
one that has a counter opinion to yours
needs to be re-educated? I don’t think
so!

I agree with you that being LGBT is
not a trend, it is a lifestyle chosen by
those who make it. Most children are
not mature or experienced enough to
make choices on this or many other is-
sues until they get into their teens,
generally with some guidance from
their parents.  

If you have educated your children
into believing that two men or two
women having same sex sexual inter-
course is ‘normal’ I fear that you gloss
it over with statements like ‘If a girl

feels more like a boy and dresses as
such so what’ and ‘if a boy dresses
like a girl so what.’

Recipe for childhood confusion!
Pedro J Elliott, address withheld

Law of the
land
A SPANISH friend has explained to
me that the Spanish Constitution
would need to be changed in order to
allow the Spanish government to
agree to the secession of Cataluña. UK
citizens may find this difficult to un-
derstand as - luckily in my opinion -
we have no written constitution and
thus it was relatively easy for Parlia-
ment in Westminster to allow the
Scots to have a legal referendum.  

Helena McGinty, Alhaurin El
Grande

Stamp it out!
I WONDER if there is some official
reason why most (or what feels like
most) official documentation in Spain
still needs to be rubber stamped as in
the UK pre-1990s? Or is it because
civil offices remain paper-based? If so
the government should be urged to
sort this dated and environmentally-
damaging practice out!!

Bill Turnbull, Orihuela

No red tape
I HAVE recently sold my house in
Calpe, and having heard many com-
plaints about telephone and Wi-Fi sup-
pliers would like to recognise some
exceptional service.  The helpline
number at Orange was answered
quickly and within seconds connected
to an English-speaking operator. I
gave the new information and as I was
thanking him and saying goodbye he
said ‘that’s all done now.’  That’s what
I call good service!

Peter F Purvey, Calpe

Just chill out
IT was ice, not global warming, that
killed and entombed millions of mam-
moths and woolly rhinos in Siberia
and Alaska. It was unrelenting cold
and then ice, not global warming, that
forced the Vikings out of Greenland. It
was bitter winters, not heat waves, that
finally defeated the armies of
Napoleon and Hitler in Russia. It is
lethal global cooling we need to fear,
not life-sustaining global warming.

Viv Forbe, Australia

CASSANDRA NASH definitely
hits the nail on the head this
week (issue 1686) referring to the
UK media’s inaccurate reporting
on the Catalan situation. 

I agree with her 100 per cent! 
I was shocked and angry at the

way the BBC described the at-
tempted Catalan Independence
coup. Disgusted at the biased
one-sided sensationalist take on
the whole sorry affair. 

Anyone would think Cataluña
is a poor, downtrodden little re-
gion subjected to the evil tyran-
ny of Madrid, instead of the
wealthy, well-treated, spoiled re-
gion that it really is.

Why did they keep showing
the same footage of the same in-
dependistas being dragged down
a flight of stairs and pushed onto
the street? Because that was all
they had. These were isolated in-
cidences and not widespread oc-
currences.

I expected more from a media
corporation which has an inter-
national reputation for fairness
and well-informed, accurate re-
porting. Can we believe anything
the BBC says from now on? I for
one certainly won’t.

Lynn Hopkins, Fuengirola

All letters by email or post should carry the writer’s address, NIE and
contact number though only the name and town will be published.  

Readers who have missed correspondence can see all letters - which can
be edited before publication - posted on:  www.euroweeklynews.com.HAVE YOUR SAY

Beeb should
be ashamed 

Liberal views a recipe for confusion?

Irresponsible and tragic figures... this will only hurt
their mislead supporters on the streets.

Most surely these immature cowards will not stand
in the front line with their crowd against National Po-
lice. Ghandi was a great leader of peaceful disobedi-
ence, these guys are not.

I guess the vast majority of the people living in
Cataluña thinks like us in this thread today. They nev-
er asked for any of this...

Let’s keep our fingers crossed that no-one gets se-
riously injured the next days or worse... Peter Redrin
Wait till it hits the pocket of the average person in
the street. Trouble ahead. Catriona Ni Bhucalla 

More than one million
protest a unified Spain
They have got to be better together as a nation, than
apart and fractured, out on a limb, Spain has come so
far since the passing of Franco’s fascist ruling, let’s
hope they work things out, and not listening to peo-
ple that are only thinking of themselves. George R
Carman

Society’s poison (Leapy
Lee) 
Typically one-sided, simplistic argument Lee. It’s much
more complex than you would like to pretend. Just

for starters, many same sex parents are kind and car-
ing. Some opposite sex parents get convicted of child
cruelty etc. Your articles need more balance. Sam B
Praying for a peaceful conclusion, love Spain. Maggie
Champion 

Ryanair £5 UK to Spain
flight deal
I would not use them even if the flight were for free

...Arrogant MD ...I’m happy to pay anything rather
than fly with this company, if no other airline I’d
rather drive to Europe... Jane Duckworth 

Wild boar cull ordered
If they have to have a cull of the wild boar, then it
should be done responsibly, or take as many of them
back into the hills and forests, as is possible, and re-
view the problem in a year’s time. If the problem re-
occurs then round up a said amount and send them
to an abattoir, and the meat sold off. Which I am sure
will be sold very quickly. George R Carman

My dog is currently seriously i l l after being at-
tacked by wild boar near our home. I’m going to
report it to the police to try to get some action.
Sue Cook 

Costa del Sol port cruises
to record year
Malaga Port may have a record 2017 but I just ar-
rived back yesterday on the Pullmantur Horizon
cruise ship and it was confirmed on board that
they will NOT be using Malaga to board or disem-
bark passengers in 2018 due to a massive in-
crease in port costs! 

If we want to do a similar cruise next year then we
have no choice other than to board in either Alicante
or Barcelona....

Talk about biting the hand that feeds you! Loraine
Enriquez Murphy

Man who raided 50 hotel
rooms arrested
It’s funny how people on holiday suddenly forget
about taking care care of their valuables, money, and
sometimes, their own safety, rogues, thieves, and
vagabonds, even when they are on holiday, can’t stop
themselves from going about their profession.
George R Carman

Comments from
EWN online

UK MEDIA: Inaccurate on Cataluña?

Catalan parliament declares independence
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A S  w e l l  a s  m a k i n g  s u r e  y o u  u s e
enough mois tur iser  over  the  autumn
a n d  w i n t e r ,  y o u  c a n  a l s o  g i v e  y o u r
skin a  quick hydrat ion boost  us ing a
face mask.

While  there  are  plenty of  var iet ies
ava i lab le  fo r  sa le ,  r ang ing  f rom the
cheap and cheerful to the bank-break-
ing, what could be better than making
something fresh and natural  yourself
for almost nothing?

Home-made face  masks  can be  ex-
tremely easy to make and offer many
of  the  same benef i ts  of  s tore-bought
options.  Below are three straightfor-
w a r d  r e c i p e s  y o u  c a n  m a k e  i n  t h e
comfort of your kitchen using ingredi-
ents you may already have.

The instant moisture boost. Rich in
vegetable oils, avocados contain vita-
mins E and K, as well  as zinc,  potas-
sium and iron, offering the skin an in-
s tant  moisture  hi t .   Mix the scooped
o u t  c o n t e n t s  o f  o n e  a v o c a d o  w i t h

one teaspoon of olive
o i l  a n d  o n e  e g g
w h i t e .   T h i s
c r e a m y  c o n c o c -
t ion can be left
o n  t h e  s k i n
f o r  1 5  m i n -
utes  before
b e i n g
rinsed off
w i t h
w a r m
water.

Get  the
g l o w .
Winter skin
c a n  b e c o m e
dull and grey
a n d  a  g o o d
m o i s t u r i s i n g
and exfoliat-

ing  mask  wi l l  he lp  t ack le  th i s  p rob-
lem. Some fruits like papaya or citrus
fruits contain enzymes which natural-
ly dissolve dead skin cells exfoliating
your face without use abrasive scrubs.
Once again using avocado as  a  base,
add half a mashed up papaya and two
tablespoons of  orange to the concoc-
tion.  This mask can be left  on for 10
minutes before being r insed off  with
warm water.

O h  s o  s o o t h i n g . I f  y o u r  s k i n  b e -
comes irritated over autumn and win-
ter you can create a comforting mask
to  re l ieve  redness .   Dissolve  two ta-
b l e spoons  o f  honey  wi th  two  t ab le -
s p o o n s  e a c h  o f  o l i v e  o i l  a n d  m i l k .
Blend  the  mix ture  wi th  oa tmeal  and
leave the resulting paste on your skin
for up to 20 minutes.

Pamper yourself for peanuts

AVOCADO: 
A good base for 

a face mask.

ALONGSIDE a healthy au-
tumn diet, it is also important
to keep active even when the
weather is cooler.

When the sun is shining and
the temperature moderate it is
easy to find ways to keep
moving but when it is cold
and grey outside not many of
us feel like going for a run or a
swim.  There are plenty of
ways to stay fit in your home

though, and lots of small
changes you can integrate into
your domestic routine to fit in
some exercise. The house-
work-workout.  Cleaning your
home can burn hundreds of
calories an hour and has the

added benefit of keeping your
home hygienic.  Mopping and
sweeping are big energy burn-
ers, using up around 290 calo-
ries an hour, while cleaning
windows will burn a whop-
ping 334 calories an hour.

Vacuuming will also help get
your heart going, using up
around 190 calories per hour.
Jumping for joy.  If you really
want a good cardiovascular
workout, why not go back to
your playground days and in-

vest in a skipping rope?  This
high energy yet simple exer-
cise can burn an enormous
170 calories in just 15 minutes
and can be done while watch-
ing TV.  

Hula girls:  Similarly, hula

hooping is another cheap and
easy childhood activity you
can do at home.  As well as
being fun, this simple workout
can burn 150 calories in 15
minutes as well as helping to
tone your waist and stomach.

As with any exercise, make
sure to consult a doctor before
embarking on a new workout,
particularly if you have any
pre-existing health conditions.

Fitness from home
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ARE you unsatisfied with your
health insurance or are you looking
for one that meets your needs?

Has your insurance premium
been incremented due to age? Has it
been cancelled? Are you unhappy
with the service? Is your medical
directory or are your coverages
insufficient? Are you looking for an
insurance policy that meets your
requirements? Then the health
insurance offered by ASSSA may
be of your interest.

Unique contractual guarantees
ASSSA does not increase the

price due to age, which means that
the premium will remain the same
age bracket that you contracted at
the beginning. ASSSA guarantees
under contract that your policy will
not be cancelled, therefore you can
have the peace of mind of being
provided with a lifetime coverage.

Personalised customer service
in your language

With ASSSA you can count on a
personalised, friendly and
professional service. From the first

day you will be allocated to a
particular person in your local
ASSSA branch who will assist and
guide you whenever necessary in a
friendly and prompt manner.

You will not come across any
language barriers, as you will be
attended in your language by the
multilingual staff at ASSSA. Also,
the majority of doctors and medical
centres either speak your language
or offer translation services.

A custom-made insurance 
ASSSA has different levels of

coverage and services in their
insurance policies. You can even
have the option to choose a more
comprehensive level of coverage
which offers free choice services
with a reimbursement option. 

You would have immediate
access to GPs, specialists and
emergency assistance in numerous
and prestigious private medical
centres. Moreover, ASSSA offers
the possibility of a second medical
opinion and being preventive by
carrying out an annual check-up.

Insure your health with ASSSA
ASSSA offers facilities and

advantages in transferring from
your current company to your new
health insurance with ASSSA, like
the cancellation of the waiting
periods.

Now is the best moment to take
out your private health insurance
with ASSSA, as you can benefit
from up to 30 per cent lifetime
discount until December 12.

Please contact your local ASSSA
branch for further information with
no strings attached.

Your health well insured
Advertising feature

HEALTH INSURANCE: You can count on a personalised service.



AUTUMN can be one of the best parts of the year, offering
up Halloween and fireworks parties as well as the exciting
build-up to Christmas and some fantastic Saturday night TV.

This festive season can bring with it some unwanted bugs,
however, and it is important to keep our immune systems as
strong as possible to ward off illnesses.

While your immune system is largely dictated by your ge-
netic make-up, there are certainly things you can still do to
boost yours. 

According to Harvard University, the best thing you can
do is improve your general lifestyle by avoiding smoking,
eating more fruit and vegetables, exercising regularly and
maintaining a healthy weight.  

The university also advises controlling your blood pres-
sure, drinking alcohol only in moderation, getting enough
sleep and washing your hands thoroughly and frequently, es-
pecially after contact with others.  It is also important to
maintain regular health screening if you suffer from any
conditions.

While Harvard explains taking high doses of single vita-
mins will not boost immunity, taking a daily multi-vitamin
may.  Eating diets rich in zinc, selenium, iron, copper, folic
acid and vitamin A have also been shown to increase im-
mune responses in animals, according to the university, al-
though the effects on humans are less clear.

The university concludes by saying there may be a link
between high stress levels and lowered immunity.  While
the phenomenon is still being studied, it will certainly help
your blood pressure to take more time to relax, perhaps by
adding a hobby to your routine and you might even ward off
that winter cold in the process!
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Immune boosters

AUTUMN: A good time to boost the immune system with
exercise.

ALONGSIDE a healthy au-
tumn diet, it is also impor-
tant  to  keep act ive even
when the weather is cooler.

When the sun is shining
and the temperature moder-
ate it is easy to find ways to
keep moving but when it is
cold and grey outside not
many of us feel like going
for a run or a swim.  There
are plenty of ways to stay
f i t  in  your  home though,
and lots  of small  changes
you can integrate into your
domest ic  rout ine to  f i t  in
some exercise.

The housework-workout.
Cleaning your  home can
burn hundreds of calories an
hour and has the added ben-
efit of keeping your home
hygienic .   Mopping and
sweeping are  big energy
burners ,  using up around
290 calories an hour, while
cleaning windows will burn
a whopping 334 calories an
hour.  Vacuuming will also

help get your heart going,
using up around 190 calo-
ries per hour.

Jumping for joy.  If you
really want a good cardio-
vascular workout, why not
go back to your playground
days and invest  in a skip-
ping rope?  This high ener-
gy yet simple exercise can
burn an enormous 170 calo-
ries in just 15 minutes and
can be done while watching
TV.  

Hula girls:  Similarly, hu-
la hooping is another cheap
and easy childhood activity
you can do at  home.   As
well as being fun, this sim-
ple workout can burn 150
calor ies  in  15 minutes  as
well as helping to tone your
waist and stomach.

As with any exercise ,
make sure to consult a doc-
tor before embarking on a
new workout, particularly if
you have any pre-existing
health conditions.

SPRING IF YOU’RE WINNING: Skip at home.

Fitness
from home

WHAT are the symptoms
of flu?

The flu is an infection in
the respiratory system
caused by a virus that can
bring about several symp-
toms that do not necessari-
ly appear at the same time. 

In general a person suf-
fering from the flu will
have a cough, fever, pains
in their muscles and ex-
tremities, feel run down,
tiredness, loss of appetite
and lack of energy. These
symptoms can last several
days.

A person usually recov-
ers gradually over a few
days, however for some it
can take several weeks be-
fore they are fully recov-
ered.

How can you treat it?
Usually the best course

of treatment is to take med-
ication to manage the
symptoms along with rest
and plenty of hydration. In
more severe cases antiviral
or antibiotic medication
may be required to deal
with the virus.

Should I seek medical

help?
It is recommended that

you see your doctor for an
initial evaluation so they
can refer you to specialists
or to take further tests if
they are necessary.

When would it be ad-
visable to get a flu jab?

The vaccination cam-
paigns tend to start in au-
tumn and it is recommend-
ed that you get the jab
especially if you have a
high risk of catching the
flu. The elderly and those
suffering from chronic ill-
nesses are also advised to
get vaccinated.

Are there people who
are vulnerable to the
virus?

People over the age of
65 are more likely to get
the flu, and to suffer more
seriously from it. Anyone
with respiratory illnesses
such as Chronic Obstruc-
tive Pulmonary Disease or
asthma, or other chronic
illnesses such as diabetes
and those suffering from
cancer are the most vulner-
able to the virus. 

SPECIALIST: Doctor Luis Perez Belmonte.

Ask The
Doctor

Brought to you by 

If you have any questions for Dr Perez Belmonte,
please send them to: 

jefemedico@helicopterossanitarios.com

Flu
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SEX workshops were attended
by thousands of women at
Almeria’s first Erotic Fair.
FERAL 2017 was lauded as a
huge success by organisers,
with nearly 6,000 people visit-
ing the Aguadulce Convention
Centre over the weekend. 

Event director Conrad Son
said that it was the first time
he’d seen more women than
men attend an erotic fair. Inter-
estingly no single women
showed up, he said, but rather
they attended in large groups of
friends. 

Son said the most popular
workshops among female at-
tendees were fellatio and erotic
massage classes. Masturbation
techniques and painting classes
were also very much in de-
mand. 

Women and men from as far
afield as Sevilla, Alicante and
Jaen traveled to Almeria for the
fair. It was the first of its kind in
southern Spain and saw dozens
of sex gurus and relationship
advisors travel from Madrid
and Barcelona to conduct the
workshops. 

A second edition is already
being planned for 2018. 

CINEMA will once again combine with gastronomy this year as
the fifth edition of the Film Tapas Festival returns to Almeria.

Beginning on November 9 until Sunday, November 19, partici-
pating restaurants will pay homage to the world of cinema by cre-
ating an exclusive tapa dish bearing the name of a chosen film. 

All of the 34 participating restaurants taking part in the Festi-
val Tapas de Película will have a booklet so that visitors can
vote for the best film cover in the categories of gold, silver and
bronze. 

THE FICAL Almeria International Film
Festival returns for its 16th edition this
November.

Taking place from November 12-18,
the festival will have a large number of
events, including the fourth internation-
al photography competition ‘Almeria,
Land of Film,’ the presentation of fea-
ture film ‘En Zona Hostil’ (In a Hostile
Zone), a guided visit to the House of
Cinema and many more. 

The event, which will is the festival’s
16th edition, will also play host to glob-
al film star Sophia Loran, with the ac-
tress set to receive the ‘Almeria Tierra
de Cine’ award. 

The ‘Two women’ and ‘El Cid’ star
will also receive a star on the Walk of
Fame in the capital during the Festival,
joining the likes of Omar Sharif, Ridley
Scott, Denis Dell, Max Von Sidow,
Patrick Wayne, Catherine Deneuve and
Arnold Schwarzenegger to receive the
accolade.

Sexual healing 
By Matthew Elliott

Food, film and fun
Sophia Loren
has featured in
many films
over the course
of her glittering
career. 

Almeria International
Film Festival returns 
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MOJACAR Council’s Culture Department
recently arranged a performance of ‘One
night in Buenos Aires’ by the ‘Arcos de
Buenos Aires Tango Show’ at the town’s
Centro de Usos Multiples (Multipurpose
Centre).  

The interpretation of the highly popular
Argentine tango was put together by Walter
O Tejeda, the Artistic and Musical Director.

The show combined the different tango
techniques throughout the years, with milon-
gas and waltzes in various styles accompa-
nied by violinists, Walter Tejada and Laura
Sanchez.  The dancers and choreographers,
Jupa Arias and Esther Medina, are top per-

formers from Argentina’s National Ballet and
spectacularly combined their movements to
the classic string sounds.

It is not the group’s first visit to Mojacar
and it marks the start of the council’s season
of theatrical, musical and other concerts that
are planned for the forthcoming weekends.

The theatre season will begin on Novem-
ber 3 with ‘Boda, Noviazgo, Divorcio,’ based
on the work of the brothers Alvarez Quin-
tero, following the theme of relationships
and emotion.  This will be followed by ‘Pare-
ja abierta,’ Polvorones y ‘Buffet de Bufon-
adas,’ all at Mojacar’s Multipurpose Centre,
near La Fuente.

TANGO FANDANGO: Crowds enjoyed being immersed in Argentine culture.

1 night in Mojacar 
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SPAIN leads the
world as a wine
exporting nation,
which is worth an
impressive €2.64
billion a year.

But when it
comes to wine
consumption per
capita then Spain -
perhaps surpris-
ingly to many -
lags behind 17
other nations in
global rankings.

These sobering facts are
spelled out in data from the
California Wine Institute,
whose most recently pub-
lished findings put the Vati-
can at the head of world
wine consumption with al-
most 55 litres
per capita.

Spain with
just 21 litres per
capita trailed
behind many
fellow Euro-
pean countries
including the
UK with 22.1 litres  per
capita.

For Bacchus readers who
may want to contribute to a

higher consumption in
Spain, I can recommend a
full-bodied Monastrell, 

The second
most popular
grape grown in
Spain, Monastrell
has deeper plum
and liquorice notes
than its French
c o u n t e r p a r t
Mourvedre and is

used primarily for blending
although it can also stand
alone as a delicious red. 

Full bodied and high in al-

cohol, Monastrell -  cultivat-
ed in Spain since 500BC -
has a deep colour and is high
in tannin with the scent of
blackberries and fresh herbs. 

A perfect pairing for game
and grilled meats, it should
be avoided with dishes with
too much spice. 

Interesting labels include
Palomar Monastrell 2014 by
Juan Gil; Monastrell Roble
2014 by Romeo and a young
Peñarrubia Monastrell by
Bodegas BSI.

Happy tasting.

BACCHUS
CELLAR

by Lorenzo
Barbareschi

Export cheer

THE Incognito Singers per-
formed two magnificent au-
tumn concerts entitled
‘Songs with Style,’ at the
Teatro Municipal in Zurge-
na, all for the benefit of
FACE (Fundraising in Ar-
boleas, Caring for Every-
one). 

The 27-strong group of
mixed-voice singers, under
the musical guidance of
David Murphy performed
an array of musical numbers

ranging from light classical
numbers to music from mu-
sicals and films such as
‘The Sound of Music’ and
‘Oklahoma,’ as well as pop-
ular songs by Nat King Cole
and Whitney Houston.

FACE provided a bar
which served pre-show and
interval refreshment. There
was also a raffle at each per-
formance. The total amount
raised by the two perfor-
mances was € 1,154 includ-

ing all ticket sales, bar sales
and raffle ticket sales. 

For further information
about FACE and the work
i t  under takes ,  o r  i f  you
are interested in joining
th i s  ded ica ted  group  of
fundraisers,  please con-
tact FACE by ringing 634
306 727 .  FACE can also
be contacted on Twitter at
@FACEChar i ty,  a t
w w w. f a c e - c h a r i t y. c o m
and through Facebook.

Songs with style 

SWEET MUSIC: The Incognito Singers on stage.
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THE Mojacar City 7k and
Half Marathon will return
for its sixth edition on No-
vember 5. 

Entries are still open until
November 4, with prices of
tickets at €15, with €1 of
the registration going to-
wards helping Sergio  Bor-
rego, an Almerían child
with Cerebral Paralysis 

The race will begin at
10am at Orbitalia, CA No-
galte with the route running
along the coastline of Mojá-
car along the Paseo del
Mediterráneo. Half mara-
thon runners will go round
the circuit three times, while
7k runners will only go
around the circuit once. 

The finish will take place
in the vicinity of the official
hotel of the race, the Best
Tropical Oasis of Mojácar. 

Participants for the half
marathon must be 18 years
old, although those under
the age of 16 can participate
in the 7k with a parent or
guardian’s permission.

A TRIBUTE show dedicated to
the ‘King of Pop’ Michael
Jackson is coming to the Teatro
Cervantes de Almería on Satur-
day, November 25.

Created by The Jackson
Dance Company, Michael’s
Legacy is a tribute to Michael
Jackson that manages to revive
a similar concept of shows per-
formed by the late stae on his
tours. 

Suitable for all ages,
Michael’s Legacy features the
favourite Jackson songs and all
are performed with a personal
touch by the company along-
side excellent scenography. 

The show has a 14-strong
cast of performers who have
performed on both the main na-
tional and international stages.

The main protagonist, who
portrays the King of Pop, has
great physical resemblance to
Michael Jackosn himself, and

impresses with the loyalty
and dominance in each of the
movements and gesture he

makes.
Tickets are available at

https://almeriaentradas.com/es

/entradas/michaels-legacy-
almeria and range from €15 to
€20.

Mojacar Half
Marathon
returns

It’s Lights, Camera, 
Jackson in Almeria

KING OF POP: The show has a 14-strong cast of performers.
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A BRAND new open-air
sports complex has been
opened in Purchena. 

The sports centre, which
has a new Astroturf foot-
ball pitch at its epicentre,
reportedly cost €368,000 

Javier A García , Vice-
President of the Provincial
Council  of Almeria and
Mayor Juan Miguel Tor-
tosa, helped open the new
complex.

The opening ceremony
consisted of a tour of the
new facilities, accompa-
nied by the unveiling of a
commemorative plaque
that will become a meeting
point.

Alongside the football
pitch, there is a park for
younger children, an adven-
ture park for older children,
a bike area, a walking track
area, a Bio-healthy park, a

tent and kiosk area, a Skate
and BMX track, a Petanque
field, a playground and a
multisport track

Vice president, Javier A
García, told local Spanish
media:  “Today is a very
important day because we
are equipping the residents
of Purchena with first class
quality facilities that will
become a meeting point for
sports and leisure.”

New sports 
centre unveiled 

OPEN-AIR COMPLEX: Has a new Astroturf football pitch.
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Ruta de la Tapa returns

THE seventh Ruta de la Tapa Huercal-
Overa will return to the region from No-
vember 3 to 12.

Twenty-four restaurants have signed
up to be part of this year’s route, with 42
different tapas, innovative and tradition-
al, available throughout the festival.

Participating restaurants are placed in
four different coloured zones, with may-
or of Commerce and Tourism, Monica
Navarro, announcing that a train will run
during weekends that will tour the areas

the restaurants are located in.
Prizes are available to those who have

a minimum of 10 stamps from restau-
rants, of which there must be a minimum
of two of the four zones.

Thanks to the collaborators, there
are  more than 25 pr izes  avai lable ,
among which a trip valued at €400,
cash prizes to be consumed at partici-
pating bars, product lots and weekend
breaks.

The raffles and the awards ceremony

for prizes will take place on Sunday, No-
vember 19 at the Mercado Degustho Sa-
bores de Almería.

Last year saw the Ruta de la Tapa
serve more than 50,000 tapas, a figure
that organisers will undoubtedly look to
increase this time around.

During the Ruta de la Tapa, there will
also be a number of other activities tak-
ing place, including the Titanitos Cup de
Fútbol 3 on November 5 at the Plaza
Mayor.

RUTA DE LA TAPA: Twenty-four restaurants have signed up to be part of this year’s route.



MORE than 300 people have
come together to form a pink
chain  on  the  Greenway
bridge linking Fines and Olu-
la del Rio to show their sup-
por t  for  Breas t  Cancer
awareness month.

The Local Boards of Olula
del Río and Fines helped car-
ry out the chain, with sepa-
rate groups depart ing from
either side of the bridge with
ribbons and pink shirts, until
joining on the bridge.

Once they had met in the
middle ,  the  pres idents  of
both  boards  embraced as  a
gesture of unity in the face of
cancer,  before  honour ing
those diagnosed with cancer
by releasing pink balloons,
along with the tying of pink
ribbons which had messages,
names, drawings and feelings

on onto the railing of the new
bridge.

The pink chain was one of
a number of events organised
by the Spanish Association
throughout the month of Oc-
tober, to not only help raise
awareness among the public,
but also in the hope of gain-
ing more investment in fight-
ing the disease

Residents of Olula del Rio,
F ines ,  Macae l ,  Purchena ,
Tíjola, and Bacares came to-
ge ther  to  take  par t  in  the
event in the Almanzora Val-
ley.

They were joined by may-
or of Olula del Río, Antonio
Mart ínez Pascual ,  Counci l
lors Mª Dolores Pozo Garre
and Paqui Mari Tapia as well
as  deputy  mayor  of  F ines ,
Paqui Trinidad at the event. 
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MEMBERS of the ‘Los Car-
riles’ and ‘San Marcos’ Sports
Clubs have competed in the
Petanque Andalucian Champi-
onship for people with intel-
lectual disabilities in the town
of Dos Hermanas.

In their  respected cate-
gories, Los Carriles pair Car-
men Sanchez and Isabel Mar-
tinez came first, while fellow
club members Jesus Martinez
and Maria del Mar Fenandez
claimed third place.  For San
Marcos, Jose David Sanchez
and Kika Carrasco secured
second place in their category. 

Positively
Petanque 

Powerful in pink                  
Crowds turn out for breast 

cancer awareness event

HUMAN CHAIN: A snap from the event.
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PROPERTY

ONE of Britain’s wealthiest
men, Hugh Grosvenor, is set to
make a major splash in the
Spanish property market. The
seventh Duke of Westminster is
flush with hereditary cash and, at
only 26, is one of the world’s
youngest billionaires. 

He was bequeathed one of the
UK’s most powerful property
firms, the aptly-named
Grosvenor. Through it he con-
trols extremely valuable proper-
ties in London’s plush Mayfair
and Belgravia neighbourhoods. 

Now the firm has snapped up

three prestigious properties in
Madrid. The most recent was in
the wealthy Chamberi area and
is a large former commercial
headquarters that Grosvenor
plans to convert into ‘exclusive’
flats. 

“We want to have a bigger
presence in Spain”, said Fatima
Saez del Cano, director of
Grosvenor Europe in Spain, so

“we have decided to invest in the
residential sector to develop ex-
clusive housing projects.

“We love the neighbourhood
of Chamberi. We believe it is the
one with the most future,” she
added. “They are not luxury
homes, we are looking for exclu-
sive and special houses.”

Similar projects are expected
to crop up across the Spanish

capital in the near future. The
Grosvenor group has at least
€70 million worth of funds
ready to invest in Spain. 

Hugh Grosvenor, whose fami-
ly fortune stretches back to
1677, personally owns the La
Garganta estate in Ciudad Real,
a sprawling 15,000 hectare site
often used for hunting by British
aristocrats. 

British family fortunes 

THE total number of
property transactions
could soar over the half
million mark. An opti-
mistic report from Antici-
pa Real Estate estimates
that 526,000 residential
home sales will be made
in 2018.

If that figure is
achieved it would repre-
sent a healthy 9.3 per cent
increase on the 481,000
sales expected to be fi-
nalised by the end of
2017. This year has al-
ready seen an impressive
10 per cent rise in sales as
the market bounces back
strongly from the crisis
years. 

In 2013 there was a
meagre 285,000 sales, a

figure which will be near-
ly doubled next year. The
market is still some way
off the record highs of
2006 when 900,000 sales
were registered. But ex-
perts agree that today
Spanish real estate is in a
far more sustainable and
secure position. 

The report predicts that
63,400 new homes will be
built next year. That rep-
resents a substantial in-
crease over the 42,700
completed in 2016. 

Projected home prices
increases are in line with
broader opinion. Home-
owners can expect prop-
erties to increase in value
by around 3 per cent an-
nually until 2020. 

Sales boom
for Spain 

Aristocrat places faith in Spain 

POSH: Grosvenor family have
owned swatches of London for
centuries.

By Matthew Elliott

A LUXURY housing crisis has
added to Cataluña’s political
woes. A report from real estate
company Barnes International
argues that the wealthy region’s
luxury housing market experi-
enced a bubble in the past two
years. 

But concerningly for owners
of €1 million plus properties in
Barcelona and other areas, that
bubble has burst and it is now a
buyers’ market. 

The report concludes that al-
though ‘the Catalan luxury real
estate sector was performing at
its best level since the econom-
ic crisis, prices have seen a
strong downwards trend in re-
cent months.’

Founding partner of Barnes
Spain, Emmanuel Virgoulay,
said “In the past two years
Cataluña’s luxury housing mar-
ket was experiencing a bubble,
the steady rise in prices led
many sellers to ask for prices
similar to those in the elite

neighbourhoods of Paris.”
He said that in the short-term

future only buyers with liquidi-
ty will be able to dictate prices. 

The news isn’t all bad. If
Cataluña can recover from the
current political turmoil then
there is no reason why the lux-
ury market won’t soon re-
bound. 

“There will always be in-
vestors interested in Cataluña,
so the market will not collapse
in the way businesses can, such
as Lehman Brothers in 2008,”
Virgoulay said. 

He also noted that the rental
sector is continuing to witness
sharp price increases despite
the political crisis. 

Luxury housing
bubble bursts

BURST: Barcelona’s luxury apartments going for cheap.
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MY pool at 28°C in four days, for sure?
Who doesn’t want to get the most out of his

pool? Outside summer season it’s a big invest-
ment just sitting there in your garden. Swim-
ming in a heated pool whenever you want,
whatever the season, economical and failsafe,
that’s what most pool owners are looking for. 

Whether you have a few days off, have fami-
ly coming over, are having a party or want to
enjoy a spa-like winter dip… Poolworx makes
it possible and is confident of their four-days
promise.

How does that work? Albert from Poolworx
explains: “As long as night-time temperatures
exceed 10° it takes less than four days to heat
the average 8x4 pool from around 15°C to
28°C. After that you can easily maintain your
temperature by heating mainly during off-peak
hours! Depending on your local conditions, the
cost to enjoy a heated pool year round is less
than €2/day, with the use of a pool cover. Our
Duratech air source heat pumps are the single
most efficient way to heat a pool and don’t re-
quire sunshine, only ambient temperature. They
are durable high-end Belgium-made units ab-
sorbing heat from the air and transferring it into

the pool water, just like a reverse aircon.”
What are the four steps? Albert: “Step 1 is

talking to you in person! Choosing the right
model fit for your pool is where it all starts.
Poolworx is always your contact, before and af-
ter installation! We are experts in doing the cal-
culations and fully assess your current pool situ-
ation. If required, we do a site visit. After that
it’s a natural job for a skilled installer. We ad-

vise people to first explore their options online
with our calculator at www.poolworx.eu.”

In Step 2 Poolworx selects an installer near
you so they can arrange the on site delivery. If
you have your own preferred installer, Pool-
worx provides him or her with all the required
information to perform a quality installation.

Step 3 is the installation of the unit. This is

straightforward for a skilled installer as the
package comes with everything included. The
unit is then connected to your power supply and
piping is connected with three valves correctly
directing the flow of pool water. 

Poolworx’s Duratech units can au-
tonomously steer your pool filtration
pump and automatically detect water
flow from your system. This means you
have full control and flexibility in heating
your pool!

Step 4 is setting the desired tempera-
ture on the digital control panel. Then,
whenever you press START, only four
days of patience are required to enjoy your
heated pool!

Contact Poolworx or refer your pre-
ferred installer for a no obligation ‘pool
specific’ price quote, by calling Spain 643

363 179 or Belgium (+32) 497 408 800, email
albert@poolworx.es or visit their websites in
English at www.poolworx.eu

Spanish at www.poolworx.es
Dutch at www.poolworx.be
Though winter is on its way, a heated pool

life is only four steps away.

It’s now or never for pool heating
Advertising feature

A HEATED POOL: Is 
only four steps away.
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ATTRACTING birds to your
garden is easy if you have the
right plants that will provide
water, food, shelter and pro-
tection from predators. 

Birds do best in gardens
with multiple storeys of plants
from ground covers, shrubs as
under storeys to taller tree
canopies as an upper storey.

Providing water in the dry
months in safe places for
birds to drink is the sure way
to have birds attracted to your
garden. A steady, reliable
source of water is a primary
need, even more than food, if
other sources of water are not
nearby. 

If you provide water, birds
will visit regularly, if you pro-
vide food plants, they will
stay longer and if you provide
safe shelter as well, native
birds may start to nest in your
garden. Migratory birds will
only visit but are more likely
to visit if you have a food
source as well as water.

There are many plants that
can provide food for the birds.
As different bird species have
different requirements of
seed, nectar or insects, a vari-
ety of different plants are
needed to attract the bird
species you wish to support in
your garden. 

The best way to provide
food is to use a lot of native
plants and have a wild zone
for allowing naturally occur-
ring non-invasive native
plants - even the plants con-
sidered weeds in the orna-
mental and vegetable garden -

to go through their full life
cycle. Many plants considered
weeds are useful plants for
birds to feed on for the flow-
ers nectar and seeds.

Birds usually prefer to ar-
rive onto the upper storey to
survey a garden for food and
dangers before entering and
different species build their
nests in the upper storey for
safety from ground based

predators. 
Each bird species have dif-

ferent needs, however, so
many smaller birds will look
for nesting places in the under
storey that have dense thick-

ets that prevent larger preda-
tors to enter. So to attract a
wide range of birds having a
wide range of plants that give
good protection is important
for diversity.

Plants that provide nectar
include Sages (Salvia
species), Grevillea species,
Torch lilies (Kniphofia
species), Lobelia species,
Penstemon species, Verbena

species, Sunflowers (He-
lianthus), Thyme (Thymus
species), Lavender (Lavendu-
la species) , Honeysuckle
(Lonicera species), Ice Plant
(Sedum species), Firethorn
(Pyracantha species) and Bar-
berry (Berberis species).

Seed plants include Sun-
flower (Helianthus species),
Coneflower (Echinacea
species), Aster species, Zin-
nea species, Cumin (
Cuminum species), Calendula
species and many others.

Attracting birds can just be
a matter of widening the
range of plants that you nor-
mally grow which may pro-
vide even more interest to
your garden as many bird
food plants are very attrac-
tive. 

Hedges and thickets of
plants will provide safe nest-
ing places for smaller birds
and tall trees can have nesting
boxes installed to make trees
a ready made nesting place.
Applying natural mulches
around your garden will help
birds find materials to build
the nests.

There is a wide variety of
birds that live in the Mediter-
ranean zone and if you make
your garden more attractive
for them, you can enjoy their
presence in your garden.

Bird lovers paradise, a
garden for the birds

ATTRACTING BIRDS:  
Each species have
different needs.

GRAEME TYRRELL

WHILE many people arrange their
garden on what they think looks best,
it is actually more beneficial to put
plants that actually help each other
out beside one another.

In the gardening community, this is
known as ‘companion planting’ and it
can have a big impact on the health
and vitality of your garden. 

Companion planting is all  about
achieving a good balance, and it can
even help reduce the amount of pest
or disease control spray you need to
use. 

By introducing more plants that re-
pel unwanted bugs, or attract larger
insects to eat the pests, this can help
protect your garden without overload-
ing it with chemicals. 

It is even possible to create plant
‘communities.’ Certain species en-
hance each other’s growth rate by dis-
tributing extra nutrients into the soil
or by offering protection from the sun
or wind. 

If you have limited space in your
garden, adding plants that grow at

different rates can also help you to
maximise potential. 

One of the most popular ‘compan-
ion planting’ combinations is rose and
garlic, as garlic is believed to repel

aphids and other pests.
Nasturtium and cabbage also work

well together as nasturtiums attracts
caterpillars so they won’t ravage the
cabbage leaves.

Good neighbours

BEST BUDS: Planting garlic near roses can protect them from unwanted pests. 
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A GOOD dog muzzle should
provide reassurance while en-
suring the animal’s comfort and
well-being, thus guaranteeing
dog welfare and human safety.

David the Dogman and most
other recognised industry pro-
fessionals recommend the
Baskerville Muzzle originally
designed by Roger Mugford.

A photograph accompanying
this column in issue 1685 of the
Euro Weekly News featured a
dog wearing an unsuitable metal
muzzle, for which we apologise. 

CHOCOLATE made for human con-
sumption can cause death in dogs. Dogs
are sensitive to a class of chemicals
called methylxanthines. Caffeine and
theobtomine are members of that fami-
ly. Dogs simply cannot metabolise and
excrete methylxanthines as efficiently
as humans. The half-life of those com-
pounds in the human body is in the or-
der of two to three hours, in a dog it is
more like 18 hours.

In a dog the compounds are taken up
by the liver and transmitted via the bile
into the intestine. They are then con-
verted back into the original methylxan-
thines for another circuit through the
animal. This repeats itself a number of

times and instead of getting rid of the
substances a dog keeps repoisoning it-
self.

There are many formulations of
chocolate with varying amounts of caf-
feine and theobromine. The lethal dose
of sweet milk chocolate for a dog is 2oz
per kilogram of bodyweight. For a five

kilogram dog this would be about 280
grams. A lethal dose of milk chocolate
for a 25 kilogram, would be about 1.4
kilograms.

Dark chocolate is at least 10 times as
lethal. A 25 kilograms dog could die
from the methylxanthines in five
ounces.

Symptoms include vomiting,
hyperactivity, restlessness, hy-
persensitivity to touch (a dog will
jump when touched), very rapid
heartbeat and rapid breathing rate. A
loss of control of leg muscles, muscle
tremor seizures, general weakness, co-
ma and finally death follow.

LISTEN to David on TRE on Saturdays 10am to 11am
Costa del Sol (Gibraltar/Sotogrande) 98.7fm
(San Roque to Calahonda) 91.9fm 
(Calahonda to Motril) 88.9fm, Costa Calida 92.7fm
Costa Blanca (Torrevieja to Elche) 105.1fm 
(Elche to Calpe) 88.2fm, (Calpe to Gandia & Ibiza)
104.6fm,
(Denia to Valencia) 95.3fm 
Mallorca 103.9fm
columnists@ewnmediagroup.com

David THE Dogman

Chocolate a danger to dogs

CHOCOLATE: Toxic to dogs.

Baskerville
is the best

RECOMMENDED: A
good dog muzzle.



ENGLISH ACADEMY.
ANNUAL NET INCOME
70,000€.  FULL SUP-
PORT.  SELL 49,900€
PRINGLE VENDING
MACHINE ROUTE. AN-
NUAL NET CASH IN-
COME 15,000€. SELL
19,900€. Tel: 697 834
934 (246774)

ZURGENA branch of the
Royal British Legion hold
Branch Meet ing on the
1st  Thursday of  the
month.  Coffee morning
3rd Wednesday of  the
month.  Quiz night with a
hot and cold buffet last
Friday of the month.  We
also arrange outings to
places of  interest  and
have regular lunches to-
gether. (253989)

MOTOR INSURANCE.
For the most competitive
quotes in English call Lin-
ea Directa on 902 123
309, you could save as
much as 30% and you
can transfer your existing
no claims bonus. Call Lin-
ea Directa on 902 123
309 for motor insurance
with a human voice in
English from Monday to
Fr iday 9am to 6pm and
save money now!
(200726)  

GET YOUR business no-
t iced onl ine! Make sure
that expats in Spain can
f ind your product ,  ser-
vice, restaurant, bar or
shop. Contact  Spain ’s
newest and brightest on-
line directory TODAY. Call
951 386 161 or emai l
m a r k . w @ e u r o w e e k
lynews.com for more de-
tails.

WE ARE current ly  the
market leader in our
country in the sale of di-
rect  car ,  motorb ike,
home and company fleet
insurance.  S ince we
started out in 1995, our
phi losophy has a lways
been to offer an excellent
serv ice with the best
prices in the market. For
the most compet i t ive
quotes in Engl ish,  ca l l
Linea Directa on 902 123
309. (200726)

AIR CONDITIONING

BUSINESS OPP.

CHARITIES /CHURCHES

CAR CLEANING

COMPUTERS

DRAINAGE

DRAINS

HOME FURNISHINGS

INSURANCE INTERNET

MOTORING

AUCTION

INSURANCE

www.euroweeklynews.com
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PERSONAL

PAINTING / DECORATING

CAR FOR SALE

For daily news visit
www.euroweeklynews.com



SH. COURSES

I N T E R N A T I O N A L
SKIPPER LICENCE:
Courses held in Engl ish
and starts soon. RYA VHF
and Radar Courses. 636
444 929 (257887)

THE FIVE BONE HOTEL,
TURRE. Little dogs 6 eu-
ros,  medium dogs 6.75
euros, big dogs 7.50 eu-
ros, cats from 5.25 euros
a day .   630 234 556 /
the5bonehotelturre@gma
i l .com  New opening
hours Mon-Sat 9.30-
12.30 and 18.00 – 19.00
Sundays 9.30-10.30
(255365)

KNOWLES PLUMBING.
No 1 for plumbing! Cen-
tra l  heat ing,  so lar  hot
water and water de-
posits. Tel: 950 137 197
or 606 807 797 (250103)

FULLY INSURED UK/
Spain Removals & Stor-
age,  UK Trading Stan-
dards Approved www.in
dalotransport .com 634
336 468 or Freephone
Uk 0800 999 33 68
(260418)

ARE YOU self-motivat-
ed and hard working?
We are looking for ad-
ministration/telesales
candidates. Experience
not essential as full
training is given.  Appli-
cations by email with
full CV should be sent
to recruitment@eu
roweeklynews.com

HGV CLASS 1 Drivers
Required. Earnings up
to £1000.00 per week.
Tramping in the UK.
Various shift patterns/
depots. Work for a cou-
ple of weeks, months or
ongoing. Guaranteed
tramping for the dura-
tion you are here.  You
choose your location.
We supply the work.
Trusted, reliable, pro-
fessional. Enquire to-
day: 0044 1487 842165
Text/ WhatsApp - 0044
7 8 4 6 6 2 4 3 1 2
info@cambscontrac
tors.co.uk www.camb
scontractors.co.uk Find
us on Facebook
(252187)

WE ARE looking for a
full time local reporter
for the Almeria edition
of  our  newspaper .
Candidates must have
relevant  experience
and Spanish is  a
bonus.  Please contact
me for further details
j a c k i e @ e u r o w e e k
lynews.com

SOLAR WIND POWER
SOLUTIONS .   Over 20
years installation experi-
ence.  Establ ished 17
years in Spain. Call Phil
for competitive prices on
636 261 240 or email in
fo@sunergyalmeria.com
(255274)

GENECO Pool construc-
tion. Tel 950 478 086 for
no obl igat ion quote
(93401)

FLOOR AND WALL
TILING SPECIALIST Not a
jack of all trades, just a
master of one! Call Steve
Holman on 697 678 708
(255340) 

Readers of a sensitive
disposit ion may f ind
some of the advertise-
ments in this section
offensive.

VIAGRA, CIALIS, kama-
gra all areas mail order.
Tel . :  604 385 476. v ia
gra4you19@gmai l .com
(260521)

VIAGRA/Kamagra/Cialis/
Weight loss pills the best
prices in Spain! BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE on certain
i tems. Order secure ly
& d iscreet ly  onl ine:
www.costapills.net Postal
Nat ionwide del ivery
s a l e s @ c o s t a p i l l s . n e t
(257883)

PLUMBING SERVICES

2ND HAND FURNITURE

REMOVAL & STORAGE

SITUATIONS VACANT

SOLAR POWER

SWIMMING POOLS

TILING

XXX RELAXATION

PETS

NAUTICAL

SPANISH LESSONS
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REMOVALS / STORAGE

XXX
RELAXATION

VETS

SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT
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TOYOTA pulled out all the stops
to woo motoring enthusiasts at
the Tokyo Motor Show, one of
the wackiest spectacles in the
business. 

The Japanese firm used its
home country to launch its sleek
new concept car, the FT-1, and its
futuristic new taxi. 

The aptly named ‘Japan Taxi’
is slated for release ahead of the
2020 Tokyo Olympics. It is a hy-
brid fuelled by an electric motor
and liquified petroleum gas
which has been developed for at
least four years by the firm’s top
engineers. 

Extremely accessible with a
low door and huge windows, it is

wheelchair friendly and resem-
bles a futuristic London Black
Cab. It will be expected to dra-
matically cut pollution in
the mega-city. 

It pales in com-
parison to the Toy-
ota Century, the
third generation of
the limousine origi-
nally invented for
the Imperial Family.
The latest version has
a V8 hybrid drivetrain, is
5.3 metres long, costs more than
€100,000, and is relatively hard
to find, with just 600 to be built a
year. 

It wouldn’t be a Japanese mo-
tor show without at least some el-
ement of robotics. Toyota didn’t

fail to disappoint with its intro-
duction of ‘The Agent.’ 

Formerly known as ‘Yui,’ The
Agent was described by Toyota
as “more than a machine, a part-
ner.” The Agent is an in-car com-

puter system guided by artificial
intelligence which can analyse
facial expressions and voice
tones to better ‘understand’ the
driver. It will even study Face-
book and Twitter feeds to build a
picture of its driver’s personality. 

The Agent will understand
when drivers are tired, perhaps
even before they do via body lan-
guage analysis, and make sug-
gestions accordingly. It will also
help with directions, music, calls
and other standard tools. 

Clarkson
Quote of the Week

On the Corvette Z06: “As something to l ive
with every day, I’d rather have bird flu.” Some might say... 

Motoring shorts

THE 150 millionth Volkswa-
gen rolled off the production
line into the arms of a happy
customer last week. The car is
a plug-in hybrid Golf GTE.
Built in Wolfsburg it was dis-
patched to Norway, one of the
world’s top green car destina-
tions. 

Volkswagen is planning to
have built one million electric
cars within the next decade.
CEO Matthias Muller
launched a scathing attack on
American tech company Tes-
la, which is pioneering new
electric and autonomous vehi-
cles. 

“There are companies
which sel l  80,000 cars a
year,” he said, “then there are
companies like Volkswagen,
sel l ing 11 mil l ion a year,”
Muller  mused as he an-
nounced VW’s determination
to dominate the electric mar-
ket. 

Cool 
customer 

by Matthew Elliott

Toyota’s show-stopping robot 
Hopes and fears for UK’s niche motors

CONCEPTS: Toyota’s Taxi and FT-1
debuted in Tokyo.
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MITSUBISHI began develop-
ing cars 100 years ago and has a
long-proven reputation for pro-
ducing tough vehicles - none
more so that its L200 pick up.

There are several body styles
available and the double-cab is
popular because it overlaps the
trendy  SUV market, combining
family transport with rugged
workhorse capability.

The pick-up sector is surpris-
ingly crowded, with rival mod-
els from Toyota, Ford and Nis-
san among others in the mix,
yet Mitsubishi’s robust brand
image and competitive pricing
ensure it maintains a loyal fol-
lowing. Prices start at  €20,476
(£18,300) excluding VAT
though high-spec double-cab
versions can top €33,500
(£30,000). 

My test model was an
L200 double-cab in high-
spec SVP Barbarian trim
and priced at €32,197
(£28,775) For that you get a
lot of features including
black alloy wheels with all-
terrain tyres, leather seats,
roof rails, wheel-arch exten-
sions, side-steps, premium
HD navigation and audio
system, dual zone climate
control, keyless operation,
rear view camera, selectable
4WD, and even front and
rear mood-lighting.

The modern efficient 2.4
litre 178 hp diesel engine is
mated to a six-speed manual
gearbox (auto transmission is an
option) and the acceleration fig-

ure is very good by class stan-
dards, 0-100 kph in 10.4 sec-
onds, similar to many cars. Fuel
economy is also good for such a
large vehicle - 14.1 kpl (39.8
mpg).The L200 has a payload
of just over one tonne and a
3,100kg towing weight
(3,000kg for single cab).

More sleekly styled than
most rivals, the L200  has stable
handling characteristics, with
less ‘bounce’ than you get on
some pick-ups. The engine is
chattery on start-up but quiet on

the move and the overall dri-
ving experience is smooth and
easy, with a  slick-shifting man-
ual gearbox and precise steer-
ing.

The cabin, with leather up-
holstery and large central touch-
screen, looks impressive and
there is plenty of room for five
adults. Only downside is mini-
mal stowage space. While there
is a big bin between the front
seats, the doorbins are slim and
the glovebox tiny.

There are various optional se-
cure canopies for the rear
load deck, including a re-
tractable and lockable
roller-blind style cover.

With eye-catching
styling, good all-round
performance, five-year
warranty and robust relia-
bility record, the L200
double-cab pick-up is an
attractive alternative to
more conventional com-

mercial vehi-
cles.

ROAD TEST by Nick Fletcher

Mitsubishi L200
Barbarian

Stats panel
Model: Mitsubishi L200 Barbarian
Engine: 2.4 litre diesel
Transmission: 6-speed manual
Performance: 0-100 kph 10.4 
seconds
Economy: 14.1 kpl (39.8 mpg)
Emissions: 186 g/km

Model tested is UK-specification and equipment levels and prices may vary in other markets.
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RIO FERDINAND’S deci-
sion to step into the boxing
ring brought back memories
of retired footballer octoge-
narian Peter Higham - who
recalls scoring a goal - while
wearing a boxing glove!

Ex-Nottingham Forest
striker Higham, 86, found
himself on the canvas in a
derby clash against arch ri-
vals Notts County in 1956,
when he clattered a post, sus-
taining injuries.

“I got barged into the goal-
post, sustaining a broken and
dislocation of a finger, in a
local derby against Notts
County at Meadow Lane,”
said Higham.

“Trainer Tommy Graham
got a boxing glove - God
knows where from - and got
permission from the referee
for me to wear it, to protect
my finger,” said Higham.

“I remember the pain was
excruciating. To this day, I
can’t straighten my little fin-
ger,” said Higham.

Ex-Manchester United and
England defender Ferdinand
is bidding to become a pro-
fessional at Cruiserweight af-
ter signing up to a lucrative
deal with a bookmaker. 

That led to criticism from
boxers, including Tony
Bellew, set for a December
rematch with heavyweight
David Haye, hitting out at
Ferdinand: “He’s making a
mockery. It’s not a game - it’s
a serious sport - and can be
very dangerous. 

“It’s attention seeking of
the highest order. Why does
he need to go into a boxing
ring? It stinks of desperation,
not being able to let go out of
the spotlight,” punched
Bellew.

But Ferdinand hit back:
“This is not a joke. Hopefully,
I will get a licence, become a
professional and fight some-
one.”

Ferdinand, awaiting a li-
cence from the British Box-
ing Board of Control, said:
“Boxing can't be a gimmick.
If I take it lightly, I will get
hurt.”

Ferdinand, 38, plans one
fight, having initially spoken
about ambitions of challeng-
ing for a belt: “I want to see if
I can get a licence - become a
professional - and have one
fight,” said Ferdinand.

Higham, who delivered a
knock-out blow with a boxing
glove in Forest’s top of the
bill match against County 60
years ago, said: “I scored the
third goal - I have the picture
- with the boxing glove over
my left hand!” 

Conte or
Mourinho to
sparkle on
Bonfire night
JOSE MOURINHO and Anto-
nio Conte are set to light up
Bonfire night on November 5 -
as Chelsea host Manchester
United - in the Premier League
at Stamford Bridge.

Mourinho, in charge at
Chelsea during 2004-07 and
2013-15, departed in September
2007, following reports of a rift
with owner Roman Abramovich.

After leaving Real Madrid in
2013 Mourinho returned to
Chelsea, winning the Premier
League, only to be axed in De-
cember 2015, after a poor run
of results. 

Mourinho, appointed manag-
er at Manchester United in May

2016, fired a rocket at his play-
ers after the shock defeat
against newly-promoted Hud-
dersfield Town in October.

Premier League leaders
Manchester City manager Pep
Guardiola believes the Blues
will not repeat Arsenal’s ‘Invin-
cibles’ tag - The Gunners were
unbeaten in 38 Premier League
games - in the 2003-04 season.

City host Arsenal at The Eti-
had, in another Bonfire night
spectacular, and Guardiola said:
“We are going to lose games.
Any team can beat us.”

Golf: Rose to
bloom in

Turkey
JUSTIN ROSE is hoping for a
podium finish at the 2017 Turk-
ish Airlines Open that takes

place during November 2-5 at
the Regnum Carya.

“I’m sure we’ll have another
good tournament and hopefully
another podium finish,” said
2013 US Open winner Rose.

Antalya hosts the Turkish
Airlines Open for a fifth time in
the first of three consecutive
Rolex Series events which con-
clude the season-long Race to
Dubai on the European Tour.

The 2014 US Open winner
and former world number one
Martin Kaymer will also fea-
ture in the Turkish Airlines
Open, alongside Olympic
medallists Rose, Henrik Sten-
son and Matt Kuchar.

The Turkish Airlines Open is
part of the European Tour’s
Rolex Series - the premium cat-
egory of eight events on the Eu-
ropean Tour - each with a mini-
mum prize fund of US $7
million.

Knockout blow 60 years
before Rio’s sucker punch

with Andrew Atkinson

UKSPORTSCENE
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LEWIS HAMILTON has secured his fourth F1 World Title at the Mexican Grand Prix,
despite only finishing ninth. Sebastian Vettel could only finish fourth, with the win
making Hamilton the most successful British driver of all-time.

BARCELONA-born goalkeeper David Raya
is set to return to FA Cup action as Blackburn
Rovers host Barnet at Ewood Park on Novem-
ber 4.

“I’ve been here since I was 16 and it feels
like home,” said Raya, who signed a new ex-
tended contract at Lancashire League One
club Rovers this year.

Raya, who has featured in five FA Cup ties
since arriving in England as a teenager, joined
Rovers Academy from Barcelona outfit UE
Cornella in 2012.

“It feels great,” said Raya, 22, who signed
professional forms in 2014, and has worked
his way up to claim the number one jersey.

“It’s a chance to carry on at this great club,”
said Raya, under former Celtic manager Tony
Mowbray. 

After four months’ loan at Southport in
2014, where Raya made 15 appearances in the
Conference Premier, he returned, making his
Rovers first team debut against Leeds United
in 2015.

“Leeds was where I made my full debut and
it couldn’t have gone any better, we won 3-0,”
said Raya, whose previous three year deal was
set to end in 2018.

Former Rovers Academy starlet Raya, who
has agreed a one-year extension to his contract
until 2019, said: “I’ve been here for five years. 

“It’s given me a chance to grow up further
as a footballer - and as a person - and I’m real-
ly pleased.”

It has been a hard grind for Raya, who was
a cameo player in the first team in the 2015-16
season, having only been called upon after in-
jury to first choice Jason Steele, at the tab end
of last season.

“I hadn’t played as much as I would have
liked, but football is like that. When I got my
chance, I just needed to take it,” said Raya.

Rovers first team coach Mowbray, formerly

in charge at Ipswich, Hibernian, West Brom,
Celtic, Middlesbrough and Coventry, who was
appointed in February, has given Raya his big
chance this season.

“David Raya finished the 2016-17 season
extremely strongly. He’s a very talented young
guy - needed an opportunity - and we gave
him one,” said Mowbray. 

“I waited for my chance to show the new

manager what I can do,” said Raya, called up-
on after Steele sustained an injury, after 82
consecutive league games.

“It was tough, but you get through it. Then,
when you get your chance, you have to take
it,” said Raya.

Raya remained unfazed during that spell,
saying: “You have to keep yourself motivated
- keep working hard - and do your best.”

Three years ago Raya was shipped out on
loan to Southport and was a key figure in The
Sandgrounders FA Cup run - progressing to
the third round - before being knocked out by
Derby County.

Rovers enter the first round of the FA Cup
this weekend against Barnet, with a fixture in
the EFL Trophy Northern Group C on No-
vember 7, prior to returning to a League One
action against Walsall on November 11.

Blackburn, relegated from the Champi-
onship last season, are leading candidates to
return to England’s second tier at the first at-
tempt, a task in the hands of Raya.

“I’m still young, I’ve got a lot of years
ahead of me. Hopefully I can repay all the
support I’ve had from the club,” said Raya.

“I looked forward to this season after the
summer holidays with my family, who I had
not seen a lot of,” said Raya. 

Ex-UE Cornella youth Raya said: “Black-
burn gave me the chance to start my career. I
want to stay for as long as possible. I’m very
happy here.”

From Barcelona to Blackburn

with Andrew Atkinson
SPORTSCENESPAIN

DAVID RAYA: Is set to return to FA cup action.
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